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w x  .In 9 Thompson classified the finite simple groups H satisfying:
 .N Every p-local subgroup of H is solvable, for every prime p.
Later it turned out that his proof could be used as a pattern for the
classification of the finite simple groups in general. In the course of this
w x w x w xlater classification Thompson's result was generalized in 5 , 6 , and 7 to
 .finite simple groups H satisfying:
 .N Every 2-local subgroup of H is solvable.2
The proofs of both of the above results are subdivided as to whether the
 .  .invariant e H is small or large. Here e H denotes the rank of a largest
elementary abelian p-subgroup contained in a 2-local subgroup of H,
where p ranges over all odd primes. It is characteristic for those proofs
 .that the general approach used fails if e H is small.
In the last 10 years a new method in group theory}the amalgam
method}has been developed which seems to be well suited to deal with
 .  .groups of characteristic 2 type where e H is small. In contrast to other
methods in group theory it is a completely local method. That is, it focuses
 .on the structure of finite local subgroups of a group rather than the
structure of the group itself. In fact, usually neither simplicity nor finite-
ness of the group is required.
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This paper can be seen as an attempt to explore the reaches of the
w  .xamalgam method in general classification problems with arbitrary e H
and how global properties of the group in question finiteness, simplicity,
.etc. can be used to facilitate the amalgam method. We thought that
 .N -groups, i.e., finite groups satisfying N , would be an interesting class2 2
of groups for studying these aspects.
The following two theorems will be proven in this paper.
 .THEOREM 1. Let H be a finite group, S g Syl H , and B s0 2
    ....C V Z J S . Suppose thatS 1 00
 .i e¨ery 2-local subgroup of H containing B is sol¨ able and of charac-
teristic 2 type and
 .  .ii there exist at least two maximal 2-local subgroups of H contain-
ing S .0
 .  .  . 2  . q . y . q .Then H is type L 2 , Sp 2 , G 2 9, F 2 9, M , V 2 , V 3 , or V 3 .3 4 2 4 12 6 6 8
< < 15 q . y .In particular S F 2 . Moreo¨er, if H is of type M , V 2 , V 3 , or0 12 6 6
q .V 3 , then there exists a 2-local subgroup of H which is not sol¨ able.8
In Theorem 1, ``H is of type X '' means that H contains a pair of
 :.subgroups P and P such that O P , P s 1 and S F P l P , and1 2 2 1 2 0 1 2
the structure of P and P is like that of a pair of maximal 2-local1 2
 .subgroups of X , where X F X F Aut X . The precise definition for ``H0 0
w  .  .  . y .is of type X '' is given in Section 8 for X s L 2 , Sp 2 , G 2 9, V 3 ,3 4 2 6
q .x w q .x wand V 3 , Section 9 for X s V 2 , and Section 10 for X s M and8 6 12
2  . xF 2 9 .4
THEOREM 2. Suppose that H is an N -group of e¨en order and S g2 0
 .Syl H . Then one of the following holds:2
 .  .  .  . 2  .a H is of type L 2 , Sp 2 , G 2 9, or F 2 9.3 4 2 4
 .b S is a dihedral or semidihedral group.0
 . < < 5c S s 2 and there exists a maximal 2-local subgroup isomorphic to0
C = S in H.2 4
 .d H contains a strongly embedded subgroup.
 .  .e There exists a 2-local subgroup U of H such that O U / 1.2 9
Some remarks about the proof of Theorem 1. The amalgam method
works with a pair of subgroups P and P having the following property:1 2
 .  .  .:1 S F P l P , O P / 1, i s 1, 2, and O P , P s 1.0 1 2 2 i 2 1 2
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w  .xBy a nice argument of Gomi see 4.4 , such a pair of subgroups exists
with the additional property:
 .2 S is contained in a unique maximal subgroup of P , i s 1, 2.0 i
 .  .Property 2 yields a particularly transparent structure for P rO P ; seei 2 i
 .3.3 . A refinement of Gomi's argument gives a pair of subgroups which,
 .  . w  .xapart from 1 and 2 , satisfies see 4.7 :
 . 2 .    ...   ..3 Either O P is subnormal in C V Z S or V Z S is2 H 1 0 1 0
neither normal in P nor in P .1 2
 .  .In the proof of 4.7 a pushing-up theorem for SL 2 is used. This is a2
w xspecial case of Baumann's pushing-up theorem 1 . The subgroup B used
 .in hypothesis i of Theorem 1}the Baumann subgroup}was first used in
w x w x w  .that paper. However, we decided to quote 8 rather than 1 see 2.4 and
 .x w x2.5 because the proof in 8 is short, elementary and, more important,
stays within the framework of this paper since its proof also uses the
amalgam method.
w xIt should be pointed out that, apart from 8 and textbook material the
reader should be familiar with, the proof has been made self-contained.
 .The importance of 3 for the proof can only be appreciated by reading
the proofs of Sections 7]10, but some evidence can be given here.
  ..If V Z S is neither normal in P nor in P , then the normal1 0 1 2
   ..Pi:  .subgroup Z s V Z S is a noncentral GF 2 P -module withi 1 0 i
 .  .  .C Z s O P , i s 1, 2. Hence, the structure of P rO P can be inves-S i 2 i i 2 i0
tigated by its action on Z . That this, together with the amalgam method, isi
 .a very effective procedure can be seen in 8.2 , where this entire case is
treated.
  ..If V Z S is normal in P , then P acts trivially on Z , and the action1 0 2 2 2
 .gives no further information about P rO P . This lack of information2 2 2
2 .from the action is compensated by the subnormality of O P in2
   ...C V Z S . Indeed, it is mainly here where the global structure of HH 1 0
facilitates the application of the amalgam method.
There is another aspect of the proof which should be mentioned. There
 .is no subdivision of the proof according to the size of e H , but, of course,
 .a priori, there is no bound on e P , i s 1, 2. The easiest way to see howi
 .the proof treats larger values of e P may be by referring to an example.i
 . :  . t 2Let H s E = E t , where E ( L 2 , E s E , and t s 1. Then1 2 i 3 1 2
 .  . w  .H ( L 2 X C and e H s 2 larger values of e H can be produced by3 2
 : x  .substituting t by a larger 2-group . Let S g Syl H , t g S , and0 2 0
 .T s S l F* H , and let L , L F E T such that T s L l L and0 1 2 1 1 2
2 .  :  :O L ( A , i s 1, 2. Then P s L , t and P s L , t are the onlyi 4 1 1 2 2
maximal 2-local subgroups of H containing S . They both are solvable and0
 .  .satisfy 1 ] 3 .
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We now forget about the global structure of H and only use the
structure of P and P . More precisely, we only use the following proper-1 2
ties:
 . w   .. 2 . 2 t .x) V Z S , O L , O L s 1 for i s 1, 2.1 0 i i
 .  2 t ..  2 t ..  .)) C O L l C O L l Z T / 1.ZO P .. 1 ZO P .. 22 1 2 2
 t t :  .  .Then L , L F C x for suitable 1 / x g Z T , and it is fairly easy to1 2 H
 . wsee that C x is not solvable if we assume the global information, we getH
 .xthat E F C x . Hence, H is not an N -group.2 H 2
 .The crucial observation is that the Bauman subgroup B of S is0
contained in L and L ; in fact B s T in our example. In general,1 2
 .property ) can be established if B F L l L and B is neither normal in1 2
 .L nor L ; see 3.10 . This then allows one to use the above argument in1 2
fairly general situations. Usually the element x can be found in
2 2V Z S , O L l V Z S , O L l Z T , .  .  .  .  . .  .1 0 1 1 0 2
w   .. 2 .xbut often the argument also works if V Z S , O L s 1 for some i.1 0 i
Most of the notation used in this paper is standard or will be defined in
the section where it occurs for the first time. Modules will be written
multiplicatively since they usually arise as normal subgroups or sections of
groups.
 .Let Y be a group and V be a GF 2 Y-module. Then Y operates
w xquadratically on V if V, Y, Y s 1. An element t of Y induces a transvec-
<  . < w xtion on V if VrC t s 2, and Y induces transvections on V if V, Y / 1V
 .and every element of Y _ C V induces a transvection on V.Y
1.
In this section G is a finite solvable group of even order and V is a finite
 .  .  .GF 2 G-module such that C V s O G s 1.G 2
We will use the following
 .  .  . < < <  . < < <.y1Notation. S g Syl G , W s O G , and m Y s V C Y Y2 2 9 V
for Y F S.
A V , S s A F S N A is elementary abelian and m A F 1 . 4 .  .
 :J V , S s A N A g A V , S . .  .
B s C C J V , S . . . .S V
G :E s J V , S . .
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 .  .  .G S is the set of all subgroups A of S such that m A F m S ,
w  .  .x.   ..C C A , N A s A, and C C A s A.S W S S V
 . < <V W is the set of all subgroups D in W such that D s 3 and
<w x <V, D s 4.
The first lemma is well known and will be used in this paper without any
further reference.
 .1.1 The following hold:
 . w x  .a W s W, S C S .W
 .   . a:b W s C a N a g S if S is noncyclic and abelian.W
 .   . < < < :c W s C S SrS s 2 if S is elementary abelian.W 0 0
 . w xd S is elementary abelian if V, S, S s 1.
 .   .G:1.2 Let G s WS. Suppose that S is quadratic on V and V s C S .V
Then
 < < :V s C S N SrS s 2 . .V 0 0
Proof. We have
< < :G s C S C S , S N SrS s 2 . .  .G W 0 0
 .Let H be a fixed subgroup of index 2 in S, N s C H and V sW 0
  . < < : w xC S N SrS s 2 . It suffices to show that N, S normalizes V .V 0 0 0
Let S be any subgroup of index 2 in S. Then the quadratic action of S0
on V gives
S, C S , N F C H and C S , N , S F C H . .  .  .  .V 0 V V 0 V
w  .x  .Hence the 3-subgroup lemma implies N, S, C S F C H F V .V 0 V 0
 . w x1.3 Let x be an in¨olution of G and F s W, x . Suppose that F is a
<  . <p-group and VrC x F 4. Then one of the following holds:V
 . <w x <a V, F s 4 and F ( C .3
 . <w x < 4 <  . <b V, F s 2 , VrC x s 4, and F ( C , C , or C = C .V 3 5 3 3
 . <w x < 6 <  . < w  . xc V, F s 2 , VrC x s 4, Z F , x s 1, and F is extra specialV
of order 33.
< 5 <  :Proof. We proceed by induction on F V . Then G s F x and V s
w x  . <  . < <w x <V, F ; in particular C F s 1. Note that VrC x s V, x .V V
 . x y1Assume first that there exists 1 / a g Z F such that a s a and
<w x < 4 w x w x w x w xV, a s 2 . Then V, x F V, a , and F s F, x implies V s V, a .
 .  .  .  .Hence, F is a subgroup of GL 2 ( A , and a or b follows.4 8
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 . x y1Assume next that there exists 1 / a g Z F such that a s a and
<w x <  w x.  :  .V,a s 4. Note that C Vr V, a s a since C V s 1. Set V sF G
w x  :  :Vr V, a and G s Gr a . By induction either F s a or F ( C and3
 . <  . <  .F s Z F since VrC x F 2. The first case gives a . In the second caseV
 . x y1 <w x < 4there exists b g Z F such that b s b and V, b s 2 , and the above
argument applies.
w  . x  . w xWe may assume now that Z F , x s 1. Let z g Z F . If V, x, z s 1,
w x  . w x  .then V, F, x F C z and V, x, F F C z . Hence alsoV V
w x w xF , x , V s F , V s V F C z .V
<w x <  . w  .xand z s 1. This shows that V, x s 4, Z F ( C , and V s V, Z F . In3
 .  .particular, V can be regarded as a GF 4 G-module via the action of Z F .
 : x y1 x y1Assume next that F s a, b , where a s a and b s b . Then
w xw x < < 6 <w x < <w x < 4 w xV s V, a V, b and V F 2 since V, a s V, b s 2 and V, x F
w x w x  .  .V, a l V, b . Hence, G is a subgroup of SL 4 and c follows.3
Assume finally that there exist a, b g F so that ax s ay1, b x s by1,
w x  :  : w xa, b / 1, and F / a, b . Set F s a, b and V s V, F . By induction0 0 0
< < 6 3V s 2 and F is extra special of order 3 . Note that the structure of0 0
 .   ..   ..SL 4 gives V / V and C Z F / F. Let F s C Z F and F s3 0 F 0 1 F 0 2
 .  . w  . xN F . Again by induction F s C x F and Z F , x s 1. It followsF 1 1 F 0 11w x w  .xthat F , x / F and so F , x, Z F / 1. On the other hand,2 0 2 1
w  . x w  . xx, Z F , F s Z F , F , x s 1 which contradicts the 3-subgroup1 2 1 2
lemma.
 .  .  4  :  .1.4 Let V W s F , . . . , F and W s F , . . . , F F O G . Then1 r 0 1 r 3
 .a W s F = ??? = F and0 1 r
 .  . w xb V s V = V = ??? = V , where V s C W and V s V, F .0 1 r 0 V 0 i i
<w  :x < 4  .Proof. Note that V, F , F F 2 . Hence, the structure of GL 21 2 4
 .  .gives a and b .
 .1.5 Let U be a subgroup of S. Then
 . <  .  . <  .  .y1 < <a C U rC S s m S m U SrU .V V
Moreo¨er, if S is elementary abelian, then
 .   . < < :b S s A N A g G S , A s 2 ,
 .   .  . < < :c W s C A N A g G S , SrA s 2 ,W
 .   .  . < < : < <d W s C A N A g G S , A s 2 if S G 4,W
 .  .e m S G 1.
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 .Proof. Claim a is obvious. Let S be elementary abelian and A be any
 .subgroup of index 2 in S. From a we get
y1< <C A rC S s 2m S m A . .  .  .  .V V
 .  .  .  .Hence either C A s C S or m A F m S .V V
w  . x  .  .Let Y s C A , S . Assume that C A s C S . Then Y centralizesW V V
 .  . w x w x  .C S and V s C Y = V, Y . Since V, Y is S-invariant and C S FV V V
 . w x  .  .C Y we get that V, Y s 1 and C A s C S . Note further thatV W W
 .  .  .  .C Y / A also implies C A s C S . Hence c follows.S W W
 .   . < < :  .  .From c we get that S s A N A g G S , SrA s 2 . If G A : G S
 . < <  .  .for every A g G S with SrA s 2, then b and d follow by induction
< <  .  .on S . Hence, to prove b and d , it suffices to prove the above inclusion
 .  .G A : G S .
 . < <  . w  . xLet A g G S with SrA s 2 and A g G A . Set Y s C A , S0 0 W 0
 .  .  .and V s C A . Since Y F Y and C A F V we get that C Y F0 V 0 0 V 0 S 0
 .  .   ..  .  .C Y s A and C V F C C A s A; i.e., C Y s C Y andS S 0 S V S 0 A 0
 .  .  .  .C V s C V . Now A g G A implies that A g G S .S 0 A 0 0 0
 .  . < <  .  .To prove e , let A g G S and A s 2. Then a implies that m A G 1
 .and thus m S G 1.
w x w x1.6 Let V * s V, W . Suppose that S is elementary abelian, W s W, S ,
 .  .and m S F m Y for e¨ery subgroup Y / 1 of S. Then one of the following
holds:
 . < <  .a S s 2 and m S ) 1.
 .  .  .  . < < 4 w xb m S s 2, G ( SL 2 = SL 2 , V * s 2 , and V *, S, S / 1.2 2
 .  . w xc W s F = ??? = F , where F g V W , V, S, S s 1, and1 r i
<  . < < <V *rC S s 2 S .V *
 .  . X  . w xd WS s E = ??? = E , where E ( SL 2 and E g V W , V, S, S1 r i 2 i
<  . < < <s 1, and V *rC S s S .V *
< <  .  .Proof. If S s 2, then a resp. d follows easily. Hence, we may
< <assume that S G 4.
 .   . < < < 4  .  .Let G S s A g G S A s 2 and A g G S , and let V s C A2 2 A V
w  . x  .  .  .and W s C A , S . Note that m A s m S and that C V s 1 byA W W AA
 . .the P = Q lemma. From 1.5 a we get
< < < < < <V rC S s SrA s SrC V . .  .A V S AA
< <Hence, by induction on S we may assume that W SrA s E = ??? = EA 1 s
 .  .and V s U = U = ??? = U , where E ( SL 2 , U s C W S , U sA 0 1 s i 2 0 V A iAw x < <V , E , and U s 4. In particular, W is a 3-group. Since W is solvableA i i A
w x  . .and W, S s W, 1.5 d implies that W is a 3-group.
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w X xSuppose that there exists E such that V, E g V . Let A s S l E ,i i A i i
w x  . w x < <U s V, E , and S s C U . Then U, A , A / 1 and A s 4. More-i 0 S i i i
<  . < a  .over, V rC A s 2 and so for a g A either C a F V orA V i i V AA
<  .  . <  :.  .  .C a rC a s 2 since m a G m S s m A . Since U g V we getV V AA
< < w x w xC a rC a s V , a r V , a s 2 for a g A _ A. .  .V V A iA
< < 4 <w x <It follows that U s 2 and U, a s 4 for a g S _ S . In particular,0
w x w x  .U, a, s s U, a, A for a g A _ A and s g C E _ S . This givesi S i 0
w x w x  .U, s s U, A by the action of E , and C E s A. Hence S s A S .i S i i 0
 . .Assume that S / 1. Then by 1.5 a ,0
y1< <C S rC S s 4m S m S , .  .  .  .V 0 V 0
<  . < < <while UrC S s 8, a contradiction. Hence S s 1 and S s 4.U 0
 .  . w xLet W s C U . Then W F C S since V, S F U. As shown above1 W 1 W
w  . x  . w  . xC X , S ( C for X g G S . Hence C X , S, W s 1 and W FW 3 2 W 1 1
 .  . . w x w xZ W by 1.5 d . It follows that V, W , W s 1 since V, W , S s 1 and1 1
w x  .W s W, S . This implies that W s 1 and W ( C = C . Now b is easy1 3 3
to verify.
 . w X xSuppose now that for every A g G S , V, E F V for i s 1, . . . , s.2 i A
 .  . .Together with 1.4 and 1.5 d this shows that W s F = ??? = F , F g1 r i
 .  . w x  .V W , and S F N F . Hence V *, S, S s 1. We now choose A g G SG i 2
<w x <with the additional property the s is maximal; i.e., W, A is minimal.
< <As above, for i s 1, . . . , s there exists A F A F S such that A s 4,i i
<  . < w x  :V rC A s 2, and W , A s F . Let i be fixed and A s a . AmongA V i A i iA
<w x <all subgroups of order 2 in A we choose B such that B / A and W, Bi i i i
 : w xis minimal with that property. Let B s x . Since a inverts W, A thei
w x  .  .minimality of W, x gives C x / 1. Hence, there exists F g V WwW , A x k
w x w x w x  .such that F , x s 1 and F , A s F . It follows that V, F F C x gk k k k V
 .  .  .V and m B F m A ; in particular B g G S . Thus, the minimality ofA i i 2
w x <w x < <w x <  .W, A gives W, A s W, B s 3 or 9. Let B s A and V s C W ,0 0 V
 :and note that S s B , . . . , B .0 s
<w x <  .  . < < rAssume that W, A s 3. Then WS , SL 2 = ??? = SL 2 , S s 2 ,2 2
<  . < < < <  . <V *rC S s S , and V *rC B s 2. It follows thatV * V * i
< < < < < < < <VrC S s S V rC S s S m S .  .  .V 0 V0
and
< < < <VrC B s 2 V rC B s 2m B . .  .  .V i 0 V i i0
 .  . w x  .  .  .Hence C S s C B and V, S, S s 1 since m B s m S , and dV V i i0 0
follows.
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<w x < < < ry1Assume now that W, A s 9. Then S s 2 since W SrA ,A
 .  . <  . <  .SL 2 = ??? = SL 2 and V *rC B s 4. Now as above C S s2 2 V * i V0
 . w x  .C B and V, S, S s 1, and c follows.V i0
 .  .1.7 Suppose that J V, S / 1. Then the following hold:
 .  .a W s E9 = C E .W
 .  .  .  .b B s J V, S and J V, S g A V, S .
 .  .c E s E = ??? = E and V s V = V ??? = V , where V s C E ,1 n 0 1 n 0 V
 . w x < <E ( SL 2 , V s V, E , and V s 4 for i s 1, . . . , n.i 2 i i i
 .  .  . .  .Proof. Let A g A V, S . Then m A F 1, and 1.5 e gives m A s 1.
 . .  . . w xNow 1.6 d and again 1.5 e imply that W, A A s E = ??? = E and1 s
w x .  . w xV s C W, A A = V = ??? = V , where E ( SL 2 , V s V, E , andV 1 s i 2 i i
< < w x .V s 4. Since E s W, E l A E l A each of the subgroups E isi i i i i
normal in WA.
 .Let V* be the set of all subgroups F of G such that F ( SL 2 ,2
<w x <  :V, F s 4, and F is normal in WF, and let E s F N F g V* . Then0
 4E s E = ??? = E , where V* s E , . . . , E . Note that E is normal0 1 r 1 r 0
in G.
 .Let S s S l E . As we have seen above J V, S F S . On the other0 0 0
<  . < < <  .  .hand, VrC S F S and thus S g A V, S ; in particular S s J V, SV 0 0 0 0
and E s E.0
It remains to prove B s S . Clearly, B normalizes every E g V*.0 i
 .  .Hence B s S C E . However, C E centralizes V and thus B s S .0 B B 0
2.
  ..In this section G is a finite solvable group of even order and C O GG 2
 .F O G .2
G .   ..  :  .Notation. S g Syl G , Z s V Z S , V s Z , and G s GrC V .2 1 G
 .A S is the set of all elementary abelian subgroups of maximal order of S,
Ä Ä G .   .:    ...  .  :J S s A N A g A S , Z s V Z J S , B s C Z , and L s B .1 S
 .  .2.1 O G s 1.2
Proof. This follows directly from the definition of V.
 . w  . x2.2 Let E s O G , J S J S . Suppose that J S / 1. Then the .  .  .2 9
following hold:
 .a E is a normal subgroup of G.
 .b J S s B. .
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 .  .c E s E = ??? = E , where E ( SL 2 .1 n i 2
 .  . w x < <d V s V = ??? = V , where V s C E , V s V, E , and V s 40 n 0 V i i i
for i s 1, . . . , n.
 . < <Proof. Let A g A S . Then the maximality of A yields
< < < < < < < <y1 < <VC V s V C V V l A F A . .  .A A
<  . < < <  . It follows that VrC A F A and A g A V, S for definition seeV
.  .  . .  .Section 1 ; in particular J S F J V, S . Now 1.6 d and 1.7 applied .
 .  .to G and V give c , d , and, together with an easy Frattini argument,
 .also a .
Note that B normalizes E for i s 1, . . . , n and centralizes V sincei 0
Ä  .  .V F Z. It follows that C E9 s C V s 1. Hence J S F B implies that .0 B B
J S s B. .
 .  .  .  .2.3 Suppose that O G s C V . Then B g Syl L .2 S 2
Äw  .xProof. Assume first that V, J S s 1. Then V F Z and thus B F
 .  .C V s O G . Hence, B is normal in G.S 2
w  .x   .G:  .Assume now that V, J S / 1. Let E s J S . We apply 2.2 . Then
 .J S s B and L s EB. Hence, it suffices to show that O E F B. Let . 2
Ä     ....  .  . .  .Z s V Z J O E and A g A S . Note that by 1.5 e , C V V g0 1 2 A
Ä Ä Ä Ä .  . w xA S . Hence Z F Z and Z g C A V. It follows that Z , E F V; inÄ0 0 Z 00Äparticular, ZV is normal in E. Now the structure of E and its operation on
  .  . x:  .V shows that there exists x g E so that E s J S , J S C V andE
Ä Ä Äx Ä Ä .  .ZV s Z*V, where Z* s Z l Z and Z s Z* Z l V . Moreover, C VE
Ä  .  .  .  .centralizes ZVrV and so C V s C Z*V O E . Since O E normal-E E 2 2
w  .xizes Z* we conclude that Z* is normal in E. However, now Z*, J S s 1
Äw x  .  .implies Z*, E s 1, and O E F C Z s B.2 S
 .2.4 Suppose that the following hold:
 .i No nontri¨ ial characteristic subgroup of S is normal in G.
 .ii S is contained in a unique maximal subgroup of G.
w  . 2 .xThen O G , O G F V.2
 .  . w  .xProof. By i neither Z nor J S is normal in G; i.e., V, J S / 1.
 .  .  .  .  .Moreover, ii implies that C V s O G . We apply 2.2 and 2.3 .S 2
 .  . < <Let B F L F L so that L rO L ( SL 2 and L is minimal with1 1 2 1 2 1
 .  . nthat property. Then B g Syl L and L rO L ( D . Moreover, by2 1 1 2 1 2 ?3
 .  :ii , L , S s G and thus no nontrivial characteristic subgroup of B is1
w x w  . 2 .xnormal in L . Hence, 8 implies that O L , O L F V. Let T be a1 2 1 1
  . .Hall 29-subgroup of C O L rV . Then L F TS and TS s G. It followsL 2 1
w  . 2 .xthat O G , O G F V.2
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 .  .  .2.5 Suppose that G satisfies the hypothesis of 2.4 and G ( SL 2 . Let2
 .  :T be a subgroup of Aut S of odd order. Then Vt N t g T is a normal
 .subgroup of G in O G .2
w xProof. This is 8, 3.5 .
3.
In this section G is a finite group of even order, S is a nontrivial
2-subgroup of G, and U is a subgroup of G containing S.
 .   .  .Notation. L U, S s E F U N S g Syl E , O E / 1, and S /2 2
 .4  .   .O E ; P U, S s E g L U, S N S is contained in a unique maximal2
4  .   . 2 .subgroup of E ; P* U, S s E g P U, S N O E is subnormal in L for
 .4  .some maximal element L g L U, S . F U is the inverse image of2
  ..  .  .  .F UrO U in U. If U s G, we also write L S , P S , and P* S2
 .  .  .instead of L G, S , P G, S , and P* G, S , respectively.
 .  .3.1 Let S g Syl G and S be the set of all subgroups U of G such that2
S F U and
 .  .) S / O U and S is contained in a unique maximal subgroup of U.2
 . 2 9 .  :Then either S s B and S s O G , or O G s P N P g S .2
 :Proof. Let G be a minimal counterexample and G s P N P g S ,0
and let M be any maximal subgroup of G containing S. Then either
 .  . .  .M s N S or, by induction, M s N S M l G . Since N S normal-G M 0 G
 .izes G we conclude that G N S is the unique maximal subgroup of G0 0 G
2 9 .  . 2 9 .containing S, but now G g S . Since G s O G N S s O G M itG
2 9 .follows that G s O G , and G is not a counterexample.
 .  . 2 9 .   .:3.2 Let L g L S . Then O L s P N P g P L, S .
 .Proof. This is a direct consequence of 3.1 .
 .  .3.3 Let P g P S and B be the maximal subgroup of P containing S,
and let P be the largest normal subgroup of P contained in B. Suppose that P0
is sol¨ able. Then
 . 2  ..a O PrO P is a p-group for some odd prime p,2
 . 2 .b O PrP is an irreducible S-module,0
 .  .  2  ...c P rO P s F O PrO P .0 2 2
 .Proof. Let P s PrO P . The existence of Hall subgroups in P shows2
 4that P is a 2, p -group, where p is some odd prime, and the Frattini
argument shows that P is a p-group.0
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2 2  ..   ..Clearly, F O P F P , and Maschke's theorem gives P s F O P0 0
 .and b .
 .  .3.4 Let P g P S and T be a normal subgroup of S. Suppose that P is
 . w 2 . x 2 .sol¨ able. Then either T F O P or O P , T s O P .2
w 2 . x  .Proof. Since O P , T is normal in P, the claim follows from 3.3 .
 .  .  .3.5 Let P g P S and N be a normal subgroup of P in O P . Suppose2
w  . 2 .x w  . 2 .xthat P is sol¨ able and N, O P l O P s 1. Then either Z S , O P2
w 2 .x/ 1 or N, O P s 1.
w 2 .x   2 ... w 2 .Proof. Note that N, O P F Z O O P and that N, O P ,2
2 .x w 2 .xO P s 1 implies N, O P s 1. Hence we may assume that N F
2 .  2 ..O P and N is abelian. By Maschke's theorem N s C O P =N
w 2 .x w 2 .xN, O P . Since N, O P is S-invariant, the claim follows.
 .  .  .3.6 Let P g P S , P s PrO P , and Z and T be two normal sub-2
 .  .groups of S, and let A be a subgroup of S satisfying F A F O P and2
 .  .  .a g A _ O P . Suppose that P is sol¨ able, Z F O P , and T g O P .2 2 2
 x:Then there exists x g P so that for L s A, A the following hold:
 .  :na L s E = A , where E ( D and A s a A .0 2 p 0
 . 2 .  2 ..b O L g F O P .2
 . Lc Any two elements in Z are interchanged by an in¨olution of L.
 . 2 . w 2 . xd O L F O L , T .
w 2 . x  2 ..  .Proof. Let F s O P , a . If F F F O P , then a g O P which2 2
 2 ..is not the case. Hence F g F O P . Let F F F such that2 0
 .  2 ..) F is A-invariant and F g F O P .0 0 2
 . < w x <Among all such F satisfying ) we choose F such that first F F , T0 0 0 0
< <   . < < < :and then F is minimal. Since F s C A ArA s 2 there exists0 F 0 0
< <  .A F A such that ArA s 2 and F F C A by the minimal choice of0 0 0 F 0
 .F . Note that F g F F and so a f A .0 0 0
2 a y1  ..Choose e g F _ F O P such that e s e . The minimality of F0 0
e :  :  .  .  .gives F s e . Set L s A, A . Then a and b hold. Since O L0 2
L  .  .normalizes every element in Z , the structure of LrO L also gives c .2
2 2 . w x   .. w x   ..By 3.4 , F F F , T F O P . Hence F [ F , T , a g F O P .0 0 1 0 2
w x w x  .Now the minimality of F F , T gives F F F , T , and d follows.0 0 0 0
 .  .  .3.7 Let L g L S and L s LrO L . Suppose that L is sol¨ able. Then2
2 :F L , S s O P N P g P* L, S . .  .  .
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w  . x  .Proof. Let F be the inverse image of F L , S in L. By 3.2 , FS s
  .: 2 .P N P g P FS, S . Moreover, O P is subnormal in L for every P g
 .  .P FS, S ; i.e., P g P* L, S .
 . 2 .Now let P g P* L, S . Then O P is subnormal in L since L is the
2 .  .  .unique maximal element of L L, S . It follows that O P F F L and so
 .  .  .P g P FS, S and P* L, S s P FS, S .
 .  .  :3.8 Let P , P g P S and H s P , P , and let N be a normal1 2 1 2
 .subgroup of H which is maximal with respect to inclusion such that
2 .O P g N for i s 1, 2. Suppose that P and P are sol¨ able. Then therei 1 2
exists a normal series Q F N F H F H F H such that0 1
 .a Q s S l N and Q is the largest subgroup of S which is normal
in H,
 . 2 .b H rN is a minimal normal subgroup of HrN and O P F H for0 j 0
 4some j g 1, 2 ,
 . 2 . 2 .c H s H or H s H O P , where O P g H .1 0 1 0 k k 0
 .d H s SH .1
 .Proof. Let Q* s S l O H . Clearly, Q* is the largest normal sub-2
group of H in S. Hence Q* F N by the maximality of N; i.e., Q* F S l
 .  . 2 .N s Q. On the other hand, by 3.4 , Q s O P l N since O P g N.2 i i
Hence Q s Q*.
Let H be the inverse image of a minimal normal subgroup of HrN.0
 4 2 .  4  4Then there exists j g 1, 2 such that O P F H . Let 1, 2 s j, k . Ifj 0
2 . 2 . 2 .O P F H , then H S s H. If O P g H , then H O P S s H.k 0 0 k 0 0 k
 .  .  .3.9 Let P , P and H be as in 3.8 , and let S F T g Syl H and1 2 2
 .   ..  .Q s S l O H . Suppose that H is sol¨ able, V Z S F Q, and J S s2 1
 .J T . Then one of the following holds:
 . w   .. 2 . 2 .xa V Z S , O P , O P s 1 for i / j, or1 i j
 .     ....  .  4b C V Z J S F O P for some i g 1, 2 , orS 1 2 i
 . w   .. 2 .x w   .. 2 .xc V Z S , O P s V Z S , O P .1 1 1 2
H  ..  :  .Proof. Let Z s V Z S , V s Z , H s HrC V , and B s1 H
    ....  . 2 .  .C V Z J S . We may assume that B g O P , and O P g C VS 1 2 i H
 .  .for i s 1, 2. We apply 3.8 with C V F N.H
 .  .  .   ..Assume that J S F C V . Then J S F Q and V F Z J S . HenceH
 .  .B F C V and so B F Q F O P , i s 1, 2, a contradiction.H 2 i
 .  .  4Assume now that J S g C V . Then there exists i g 1, 2 such thatH
2 Pi .  .  .   . :  .   ..J S g O P ; i.e., O P F J S by 3.4 . Let F s O F H ?2 j i 2 9
2 .  .O P J S .i
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 .  .  . w  .xSince J S s J T and S l O H s 1 we get J S , O H s 1 and .2 2
w  .xthus F, O H s 1. It follows that2
O F F C F H s S l O H s 1. .  .  . .2 S 2
2 .  .  .Hence, 1.7 applied to F and V gives O P F O H ; in particular,i 3
 .  4  4  .H s O H P , where 1, 2 s i, j , and S g Syl H .3 j 2
2 .  .  .Assume that J S g O P . Then by the same argument, O P F2 j j
 .  .  .  .O H and H s O H S. If P / P , then again 1.7 gives a . In the3 3 1 2
 .other case, c follows.
 .  .  .Assume that J S F O P . Since B g O P we get that2 j 2 j
2w    ...  .x  .V Z J S , O P s 1. However, now 1.7 applied to H and V shows1 j
w 2 . 2 .x  .that V, O P , O P s 1, and again a holds.i j
4.
 .In this section G is a finite group of even order, S g Syl G , and the2
following hold:
 .a Every 2-local subgroup of G containing S is solvable and of
characteristic 2 type.
 .b S is contained in two different maximal 2-local subgroups of G.
  ..  .  .Notation. Z s V Z S , C s C Z , D s F O P , M s1 G P g P S . 2
 .     ....N D , B s C V Z J S ,G S 1
P S s P* C , S j P* S _ P C , S , .  .  .  . .0
P S s P* M , S j P* S _ P M , S , .  .  .  . .1
 :L s P , P N P g P S , O P , P s 1 . 4 .  .  .1 2 i 2 1 2
w xRemark. A subgroup similar to D was used in 3 .
 .4.1 The following hold:
 .  .  .a L S / B / P S .
 .  .b O M / 1.2
 .  .c N S F M.G
 .Proof. N S is not the only 2-local subgroup of G containing S.G
 .  .Hence 3.2 implies a .
 .  .  .  .Claim b holds since Z F D F O M , and c holds since N S2 G
 .operates on the elements of P S by conjugation.
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 .  .  . U4.2 Let L g L S , D s F O P , and D sL P g P  L , S . 2 L
 . U  .  .F O P . Then D s D s O L and D s F O L ,P g P*L, S . 2 L L 2 Lg M L S . 2
 .  .where M L S is the set of maximal elements of L S .
  ..Proof. Let F be the inverse image of F LrO L in L and F s0 2
w x  .   .: w U xF , S . By 3.7 , FS s P N P g P* L, S . It follows that F , D F F0 0 L
w U x  .and F, D F O L . We conclude thatL 2
O L F D F DU F O L . .  .2 L L 2
and the claim follows.
 .  .4.3 D s F O P for i s 0, 1.P g P S . 2i
 .  .  .Proof. For B / X : L S define O X s F O P . Let M s C2 P g X 2 0
 .  ..  .and M s M. By 4.2 it suffices to show that O P S F O L for every1 2 i 2
 .maximal element L g L S .
 .  .   .  ..  .We have P* L, S : P M , S j P* S _ P M , S , and by 4.2 ,i i
O P* M , S s O P M , S s O M . .  .  . .  .2 i 2 i 2 i
Hence
O P S s O P M , S l O P* S _ P M , S .  .  .  . .  .  .2 i 2 i 2 i
F O P* L, S s O L . .  . .2 2
 .  .  .  44.4 Let P g P S _ P M, S and k g 0, 1 . Then there exists P* g
 .  .P S such that P, P* g L.k
 .  4  :Proof. Let P S s P , . . . , P and H s P, P , i s 1, . . . , n. Wek 1 n i i
 .  .  .may assume that O H / 1 for i s 1, . . . , n. Hence by 4.2 and 4.3 ,2 i
n n
D F O H F O P s D .  .F F2 i 2 i
is1 is1
n  .and D s F O H . However, now P F M, a contradiction.is1 2 i
 .  .  .  .  .  .4.5 Let P S s P M, S j P C, S and P g P S _ P M, S . Then
 .  .  .there exists P* g P* M, S so that P, P* g L. If in addition P* C, S :
 .  .  .  .  2 .  ..P M, S , then O M F O C and O C g Syl O P* O C .2 2 2 2 2
 .  .  .Proof. By 4.4 there exists P* g P S such that P, P* g L. Since1
 .P F C, we have P* g C and thus P* g P* M, S .
 .  .  .  .Suppose that P* C, S : P M, S . Then 4.2 implies that O M F2
 .  2 ..  .  .O C . Since O O P* F O M , we conclude that O C g2 2 2 2
 2 .  ..Syl O P* O C .2 2
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 .  .  .  .  .4.6 Suppose that P S s P C, S j P M, S . Then P* C, S ­
 .P M, S .
 .  .  .Proof. Assume that P* C, S : P M, S . By 4.5 there exist P g
 .  .  .  .P C, S and P* g P* M, S such that P, P* g L and O C g2
 2 .  ..Syl O P* O C .2 2
P* P*     .....  :  :Let B s C V Z J O C , L s B , V s Z , and L s0 O C . 1 2 02
 .LrC V . Note that B is normal in P and thus not normal in P*. HenceL 0
 . 2 .  .  .   ..by 3.4 , O P* F L, and by 3.3 , O L g Syl C V since P* g C.2 2 L
 .  .  .Thus 2.3 gives B g Syl L . Moreover, since P, P* g L there is no0 2
nontrivial characteristic subgroup of B which is normal in L. Hence0
 .LS s P* and 2.2 imply
 .i L s E = ??? = E ,1 n
 .ii V s V = ??? = V ,0 n
 .where the notation is as in 2.2 . Since V l Z is normalized by P and P*,0
we get V l Z s 1 and thus V s 1.0 0
 . w  . xLet T be a Sylow 3-subgroup of P*. Then by 2.4 , O P* , T s V and2
 .  .  .O P* s VC T . The Frattini argument shows that C T is2 O P*. O P*.2 2
 .  .normal in S, and V s 1 gives C T s 1 and O P* s V = ??? = V ;0 O P*. 2 1 n2
 .  .in particular, O P* s O M .2 2
w x  4  sLet R s V , B and V s R N i s 1, . . . , n . Note that V s R N s gi i 0 i 1
4  .  . w xS since P* g P S . Choose a g Aut B . If V a , V / 1, then R s0 i j j
w x w xV a , V s V a , B s R a . If V a F V, then there exists E so thati j i 0 i i j
w x  .V a , E l B s R s R a . We conclude that Aut B operates on V.i j 0 j i 0
 .  .Since C F N B we get that C s SC , where C s N R .G 0 0 0 C 1
 . w u xLet U be a Hall 29-subgroup of C and u g U. By 2.5 , V , V s 1,0 1 1
w u x  U :  .and V , V F R l R s 1 for 2 F i. It follows that V F O P* .i 1 1 i 1 2
Hence also
 U :S:  US:V s V F O P* . .1 1 2
 S:  .  .  .However, US s C and V s O P* . Now O P* s O M implies1 2 2 2
that C F M, and M is the unique maximal 2-local subgroup containing S.
a contradiction.
 .  .  .4.7 There exists P, P* g L such that P g C and P* g P S .0
 .  .  .  .Proof. Assume that P S / P C, S j P M, S . Then 4.4 yields
 .  .  .  .the assertion. Assume that P S s P C, S j P M, S . Then 4.6 im-
 .  .  .  .plies that P* C, S ­ P M, S . Now 4.7 follows from 4.5 for P* g
 .  .P* C, S _ P M, S .
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5.
In this section we assume
 .HYPOTHESIS 1. H is a finite group of e¨en order, S g Syl H , and the0 2
following hold:
 .i E¨ery 2-local subgroup of H containing S is sol¨ able and of0
characteristic 2 type.
 .  .ii O H s 1 and H does not contain a strongly embedded subgroup.2
 .  .5.1 There exists a nontri¨ ial subgroup S of S and P , P g P S such0 1 2
 :.that O P , P s 1 and one of the following holds:2 1 2
 .   ..a S s S and V Z S is neither normal in P nor in P .0 1 1 2
 .     ... .b S s S and P g P* C V Z S , S .0 2 H 1
 .c S / S , S is contained in a unique maximal 2-local subgroup M0 0
of H, and
 .   ..  .c V Z S and J S are neither normal in P nor in P ,1 1 1 2
 .    ...c P g M and S g Syl N O P for i s 1, 2, and2 i 2 H 2 i
 .  . U U  .  U U:.c if J S F T F S , P , P g P T , and O P , P / 1, then3 0 1 2 2 1 2
 U U:  .  .  U U:.either P , P F M or J S s J S for T F S g Syl P , P .1 2 1 1 2 1 2
Proof. Assume first that S is contained in two different maximal0
 .  .  .2-local subgroups of H. Then a or b follows from 4.7 .
Assume now that there exists a unique maximal 2-local subgroup M of
H containing S . Since M is not strongly embedded in H there exists0
 .1 / Q F S such that N Q g M. Among all 2-local subgroups which are0 H
 .not in M we choose N such that for S g Syl N l M consecutively2
 . <  . <i J S is maximal,
 . < <ii S is maximal.
After conjugation in M we may assume that S F S . Since S / S we0 0
have that
) N J S F M and C V Z S F M ; .  .  . .  . .H H 1
 .  .  .  .in particular S g Syl N . Hence by 3.2 , P N, S ­ P M, S .2
 .  .  . 2Let P g P N, S _ P M, S and let x g N S _ S with x g S. SetS0x  :   ..P s P, P s P , and H s P , P . Since x g N O H and H g M1 2 1 0 1 2 H 2 0 0
 .the maximality of S implies that O H s 1; and similarly S g2 0
   ...  .  .  .Syl N O P . Together with ) , c and c follow.2 H 2 i 1 2
U U  .  U U:Now let P and P be as in c and let H* s P , P and T F S g1 2 3 1 2 1
 .  .  .  .Syl H* . Assume that J S / J S . Then the maximality of J S gives2 1
 .H* F M. Hence c holds.3
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 .   ..     ....  .5.2 Let Z s V Z S , B s C V Z J S , C s C Z , and0 1 0 0 S 1 0 H 00
 .P g P* C, S , and let K be a subgroup of P. Suppose that the following hold:0
 .i E¨ery 2-local subgroup of H containing B is sol¨ able and of0
characteristic 2 type, and
 . w xii K s K, B .0
Then K is subnormal in e¨ery 2-local subgroup of H containing B K.0
Proof. Let D be a 2-subgroup of H which is normalized by KB . Note0
 . 2 . w xthat B is normal in DB and by ii , K s O K . Hence D, B F D l B0 0 0 0
and
KK :  :w xD , KB s D , B F D l B F KB . .0 0 0 0
 . 2 .  .It follows that D g N KB , and K s O KB yields D F N K . WeH 0 0 H
have shown:
 .  .  .1 Let D be a 2-subgroup of H and KB F N D . Then D F N K .0 H H
 .  .  .From 1 we get that K is normal in KO P and from 3.3 that2
 .KO P is subnormal in P. Hence2
 . 2 .2 K is subnormal in O P .
< <Assume now that K is a counterexample such that K is maximal. Set
 .  .  .  .N s N K . By 1 there exists T g Syl N such that O C B F T. LetH 2 2 0
g  . g   ..g g H such that T F S . Then g g N B and Z F Z O C . On the0 H 0 0 2
2 .  2 ..  .other hand, the subnormality of O P in C gives O O P F O C2 2
 . w    ... 2 .x 2 . gand by 3.5 , V Z O C , O P s 1. Hence O P F C .1 2
2 . 2 .If K / O P , then the maximality of K implies that O P and thus by
 . g 2 .  .2 also K is subnormal in C . If K s O P , then S g Syl N and0 2
 .by 2 , K is subnormal in C. Hence, we have shown:
 .  . h  .3 There exists h g N B such that S l N g Syl N and K isH 0 0 2
subnormal in C h.
h Ã h  .We set T s S and Z s Z , where h and S are as in 3 . Since K is a0 0 0 0 0
counterexample there exists a subgroup M such that the following hold:
 .   ..  .4 C O M F O M and KB F M.H 2 2 0
 .5 K is not subnormal in M.
 .6 K is subnormal in every proper subgroup of M containing
 .KB O M .0 2
 .  .  .  . gBy 1 , O M F N and thus by 3 , O M B F T for some g g N.2 2 0 0
g g  .Then B s B and we may assume that T s T . Now 4 implies that0 0 0 0
Ã   ..Z F Z O M .0 2
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ÃM :  .  .Let V s Z and C s C V . If K F C , then by 3 , K is subnor-0 0 M 0
mal in C since C F C h, and thus K is subnormal in M which contradicts0 0
 .5 .
 . w x   ..  .Suppose that O K F C . Then V, K F Z O K by 1 and thus2 0 2
w   .. x  .Z O K , K / 1 since K g C . This contradicts 3.5 . We have shown:2 0
 .  .7 O K g C .2 0
 .  .Let M s MrC and W s O M . Then as above in the proof of 1 ,0 2
w x  .  .W, B F W l B and W F N K , i.e., W F N KC . On the other0 0 M M 0
 .  .hand, K is subnormal in KC and thus O K F O KC . Hence0 2 2 0
O K l W F O W F O M F C . .  .  .2 2 2 0
 . w x  .Since KrO K is a p-subgroup we get that W, K s O K l W s 1. In2 2
particular,
O F M , O K / 1 .  . .2 9 2
 .  .   ..by 7 . Now 6 implies that M s O F M KB and W F T l M. The2 9 0 0
 .  .definition of V implies that W s 1. Since by 7 , V g Z B we get0
 .  .  .  .J T g C . Hence 2.2 gives K F O M and O K s 1, a contradiction0 0 3 2
 .to 7 .
We now have set the stage for the amalgam method, which will deal with
 .  .  . .a triple P , P , S as in 5.1 . In case 5.1 c , P and P need not be1 2 1 2
solvable or of characteristic 2 type. To get these properties we will make a
further hypothesis which will be used in most of the following sections.
 .HYPOTHESIS 2. Hypothesis 1 holds, S, P , and P are as in 5.1 , and1 2
    ....B s C V Z J S . In addition:S 1
 .iii E¨ery 2-local subgroup of H containing B is sol¨ able and of
characteristic 2 type.
 .5.3 Assume Hypothesis 2. Then P and P are sol¨ able and of charac-1 2
teristic 2 type.
  ..  .  .Proof. Let N s N O P . By 5.1 , S g Syl N , and by HypothesisH 2 i 2
2, N is solvable and of characteristic 2 type.
 .  .5.4 Assume Hypothesis 2. Let B F T F S, F , F g P T , and H s1 2 0
 :F , F , and let M be a maximal 2-local subgroup of H containing S .1 2 0
 .   ..Suppose that O H / 1 and either S s S or H g M. Then V Z S F2 0 0 0 1
 .O H .2 0
 .  .  .Proof. Let T s T l O H , N s N T , and T F S g Syl H . If0 2 0 H 0 1 2 0
 .  .  . .S s S , then obviously J S s J S ; and if S / S , then 5.1 c shows0 1 0
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 .  . w  .  .x  .  .that J S s J S . Hence O H , J S F J S l O H F T and T /1 2 0 2 0 0 0
   ...  .1 since V C J S F J S .1 S1
 .We have shown that N is a 2-local subgroup of H. By 3.8 , H F N.0
  ..  N :Thus, N is of characteristic 2 type. Let Z s V Z S and W s Z . As1
 .  .  .  .above J S s J S for T F S g Syl N . Since Z F J S we get that2 2 2
w  . x w x w 2 .  .xO N , W F T and T , W s 1. It follows that O W , O N s 12 0 0 2
 .  .and thus Z F W F O N . We conclude that Z F O H .2 2 0
6.
In this section we assume Hypothesis 2.
 .  Pi:    .. Pi:Notation. Q s O P , L s B , Z s V Z B , V si 2 i i i 1
P1   .. :  .  .V Z S , P s P rC V , and J V, S is defined as in Section 1.1 1 1 P1
 .6.1 B g Q .2
 .  .Proof. Assume first that J S F Q . Then J S g Q since1 2
 :.O P , P s 1. Hence B g Q .2 1 2 2
 .  .  .  .Assume now that J S g Q . By 5.3 and 3.3 , C V s Q and by1 S 1
 .  .  .2.3 , B g Syl L . Assume that B F Q . Then J S is normal in P . In2 1 2 2
 . .  .  .particular 5.1 a or b holds and S s S According to 2.2 there exists0
 . w x.  .  :E g P L , B such that E rC V, E ( SL 2 and E , S s P . Since1 1 1 E 1 2 1 11
 :  :E , P s P , P there is no nontrivial characteristic subgroup of B1 2 1 2
 . <w  . 2 .x <which is normal in E . Hence 2.4 gives O E , O E s 4.1 2 1 1
w  . 2 .x  u :Let W s O E , O E and W s W N u g U , where U is a Hall1 2 1 1 1
 .  :29-subgroup of P . Then by 2.5 , W is normal in E , U . Let u g U and2 1
 u:  .  .  .H s E , E . Clearly J B s J S for B F S g Syl H since S s S .0 1 1 1 1 2 0 0
 .   ..  .  . 2 u.Moreover, by 5.4 , V Z S F B l O H . Hence 3.9 gives O E F1 2 0 1
 . 2 .  u.  .  u :  .N W and O E F N W ; i.e., by 2.2 , L , E N u g U F N W .H 1 1 H 1 1 1 H 1
 s u:.In particular, O E , E / 1 for s g S. Now the same argument with2 1 1
s 2 s.  u.  :E , s g S, in place of E gives O E F N W . It follows that L , U1 1 1 H 1 1
 .F N W .H
 S:Set W * s W . Then W * is a normal subgroup of P in Q . Since1 1
 .  :  :P s SU s US we get that U F N W * and thus P , U s P , P F2 H 1 1 2
 .N W * , a contradiction.H
 . w   ..x  .6.2 Suppose that P , V Z S / 1. Then J S g Q , i s 1, 2.2 1 i
Proof. The hypothesis is symmetric in P and P since also1 2
w   ..x  .  .P , V Z S / 1. Hence 6.1 implies B g Q , i s 1, 2. Now 3.4 gives1 1 i
w 2 . x 2 .  .   ..  .O P , B s O P . Assume that J S F Q . Then V Z Q F Z Bi i i 1 i
w   .. 2 .x  . w   ..xand V Z Q , O P s 1. Thus 5.3 yields P , V Z S s 1, a con-1 i i i 1
tradiction.
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 . w   ..x n6.3 Suppose that P , V Z S / 1. Then P rQ ( D , i s 1, 2.i2 1 i i 2 ?3
 .  .  .Proof. From 6.2 we get that J S g Q , i s 1, 2. Hence B g Syl Li 2 i
 .  .  .by 3.3 and 2.3 . We apply 2.2 .
 .There exists E g P L , B such thati i
2 :E , S s P , Z , O E s 4, and .i i i i
2E rC Z , O E ( SL 2 . .  . .i E i i 2i
2 . w 2 s.xAssume first that O E normalizes Z , O E for every s g S. Then2 1 1
w 2 .x  : w x.E normalizes Z , O L and P , P F N Z , L , a contradiction.2 1 1 1 2 H 1 1
2 .We may assume now that E and E are chosen such that O E g1 2 2
w 2 .x.  :  .  . .N Z , O E . Let H s E , E . Suppose that O H / 1. If 5.1 cH 1 1 0 1 2 2 0
w  . .x  .  .holds, then H g M M as in 5.1 c since P g M. Thus J S s J S for0 i 1
 .  .   ..  .B F S g Syl H in any case. Moreover, 5.4 yields V Z S F O H ,1 2 0 1 2 0
 . 2 . w 2 .x.and H satisfies the hypothesis of 3.9 . Hence O E F N Z , O E ,0 2 H 1 1
a contradiction.
 .  .  .Suppose now that O H s 1. Let Z s C E . Then C E s2 0 0 V ZB .. 1 Z 21 0
 .1. Since by 2.2 ,
< <V Z B rV Z B l C E s 2, .  .  . .  .1 1 H i
< < <   .. < w   .. xwe conclude that Z F 2 and V Z B F 4; in particular V Z B , S0 1 1
  ..F V Z S .1
 .  .Assume first that L s E C Z . Then S s BQ and Z F Z L .1 1 L 1 1 0 11w   .. x w xSince L is normal in P and V Z S , P / 1 we get that Z , Q s 11 1 1 1 0 1
  ..   ..  .and V Z B s V Z S . Hence also L s E C Z , and the assertion1 1 2 2 L 22
 .follows with 3.3 .
 .  .  .Assume now that L rC Z ( SL 2 = SL 2 and by symmetry1 L 1 2 21
 .  .  .   .. salso L rC Z ( SL 2 = SL 2 . Then V Z B s Z = Z and2 L 2 2 2 1 0 02w s x  s:Z , E s 1, where s g S _ B. The above argument applied to E , E0 2 1 2
s w 2 .x. w 2 .x.shows that E F N Z , O E . Since L F N Z , O E we con-2 H 1 1 1 H 1 1
 s s:.  s.  .clude that O E , E s O H / 1. This contradicts O H s 1.2 1 2 2 0 2 0
 . w   ..x  .6.4 Suppose that P , V Z S s 1 and J V, S / 1. Then P /2 1 2
  . :   ..   ..C w , S for e¨ery w g C J V, S _ V Z S .P V 12
2  ..  .  .  .Proof. Let Z s C J V, S and E s O P J V, S . We apply 2.2 .0 V 1
Then
 .  .1 B F J V, S ,
 .  .2 E s E = ??? = E , E ( SL 2 , and1 r i 2
 .  . w x < <3 V s V = V = ??? = V , V s C E , V s V, E , and V s 40 1 r 0 V i i i
for i s 1, . . . , r.
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w   ..x  .   ..Note that P , V Z S s 1 and 5.3 imply that V Z P s 1. If2 1 1 1
  ..r s 1, then Z s V Z S and there is nothing to prove.0 1
  ..  .  .Let r ) 1, w g Z _ V Z S , and T s C w . By 1 , B F T , and by0 1 S
 .  .  4 w x2 and 3 there exists j g 1, . . . , r such that w, E s 1. Let F gj 1
 . w xP ET, T such that w, F s 1 and E F F .1 j 1
  . :  .  .Assume that C w , S s P . By 6.1 and 3.4 , T is not normal inP 222  ..   . .  :O C w T. Hence, there exists F g P C w , T such that F , S sP 2 P 22 2
 :  .  .P . Let L s F , F and Q s T l O L . Note that w g O L and thus2 1 2 2 2
 .O L / 1.2
 .  . w 2 . x 2 .Again 6.1 and 3.4 imply that O F , B s O F . Let C s2 2
   ... 2 . 2 .C V Z S . Then O P is subnormal in C. Since O F is subnormalH 1 2 2
2 .in O P we get2
 . 2 . w 2 . x 2 .4 O F is subnormal in C and O F , B s O F .2 2 2
 . 2 .  .   ..  .By 5.2 , O F is subnormal in L and by 5.4 , V Z S F Z Q .2 1
 .  2 ..Moreover, by 3.8 , Q is normal in L. Let W s O O F and U s2 2
w   .. 2 .x  . w xV Z S , O F . Then W F Q and U F Z Q ; in particular, U, W s 1.1 1
w 2 .x  .It follows that U, O F F Z W .2
w 2 .x  .Suppose that U, O F / 1. Then 4 and the P = Q lemma yield2
w   .. 2 .x w   .. 2 .x  .Z O C , O F / 1 and thus Z O C , O P / 1. Now 3.5 gives2 2 2 2
w   .. 2 .xV Z S , O P / 1, a contradiction.1 2
w 2 .x w 2 .xWe have shown that U, O F s 1 and thus V , O F s 1 since2 j 2
V F U. Nowj
 2 :O P B , F B F N V , .  .1 2 H j
w   .. 2 .xand the above argument with V s V Z S , O P in place of U yields1 1
w 2 .x  :  :  .V, O F s 1 and P , F s P , P F N V , a contradiction.2 1 2 1 2 H
7.
In this section G is a finite group and S a is nontrivial 2-subgroup of G
such that the following hold:
 .  .  :i There exist P , P g P S with G s P , P .1 2 1 2
 .ii P and P are solvable and of characteristic 2 type.1 2
 .  .iii O G s 1.2
 .DEFINITION. Let G s G G, P , P be the graph whose vertices are the1 2
right cosets of P and P in G and whose edges are the unordered pairs1 2
 4P g, P h with P g l P h / B.1 2 1 2
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G is called the coset graph of G with respect to P and P , and G1 2
operates on G by right multiplication. We identify G with its set of
vertices.
For d g G we define:
G is the stabilizer of d in G,d
d , is the usual distance metric on G , .
D d s l g G N d l, d s 1 , 4 .  .
Q s O G , .d 2 d
E s O2 G , .d d
 :Z s V Z T N T g Syl G , .  . .d 1 2 d
 :V s Z N l g D d . .d l
 .The properties collected in 7.1 are elementary and independent from
the structure of P and P . They will be used without reference.1 2
 .7.1 The following hold:
 .a G is connected.
 .b G operates edge- but not ¨ertex-transiti¨ ely on G.
 .  4c There exists an edge a , b such that that G s P and G s P ;a 1 b 2
i.e., the ¨ertex stabilizers are conjugate to P or P , and the edge stabilizers are1 2
conjugate to P l P .1 2
 .  .d G operates transiti¨ ely on D d .d
 . .  .Remark. According to 7.1 b and c any statement about G , d g G,d
is, after conjugation, also a statement about P and P , respectively. This1 2
fact will be used freely. One particular application used frequently is the
following:
 4Let d , l be an edge of G and let N be a subgroup of Q which isd
normal in G and G . Then a suitable conjugate of N in S is normal in Pd l 1
 :.  .and P and thus contained in O P , P s O G s 1. Hence N s 1.2 2 1 2 2
 .7.2 The kernel of the operation of G on G is tri¨ ial.
Proof. Let K be the kernel of the operation of G on G. Then K is a
normal subgroup of G contained in P . Since P is of characteristic 2 type,1 1
 .  .either K s 1 or O K / 1. The latter case contradicts O G s 1.2 2
 .  .  .7.3 Let d g G, l g D d , and T g Syl G l G . Then the following2 d l
hold:
 .  .  .a T g Syl G l Syl G ; in particular, Q F G .2 d 2 l d l
 .   ..b Z F V Z Q .d 1 d
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 .  .   ..   ..c Either C Z s Q or Z s V Z G s V Z T .T d d d 1 d 1
 .   ..  .d If Z s V Z G , then Z G s 1.d 1 d l
 4  4  .Proof. We may assume that G , G s P , P and T s S. Now a isd l 1 2
 .obvious and b follows since P and P are of characteristic 2 type.1 2
 .  .Let S s C Z . Then Q F S by b . Assume that S g Q . Then0 S d d 0 0 d
 Gd:  .  .E F S by 3.4 ; i.e., G s G Z S. Now the definition of Z givesd 0 d G d dd
 .c .
  ..   ..   ..Suppose that Z s V Z G . Note that V Z G F V Z S s Zd 1 d 1 l 1 d
  ..  :  .and so V Z G is central in G , G s G. Now O G s 1 yields1 l d l 2
 .Z G s 1.l
DEFINITION.
b s min d d , d 9 N d , d 9 g G , Z g Q . 4 . d d 9
 .  . .According to 7.2 and 7.3 b , b is a well-defined integer larger than zero.
 .  .A pair a , a 9 is called a critical pair if d a , a 9 s b and Z g Q . In thea a 9
 .following let a , a 9 be a critical pair and g be a path of length b from a
 .  .to a 9. We denote g by a , a q 1, . . . , a q b s a 9 y b, . . . , a 9 ; i.e.,
a q b s a 9 and a 9 y b s a . Without loss of generality we may assume
 4  4that S F G l G and G , G s P , P .a aq1 a aq1 1 2
 .7.4 The following hold:
 .a Z F V F G .a aq1 a 9
 .b Z F G and V F G .a 9 a a 9 aq1
 .  .c C Z s Q .S a a
 . w x  .  .d If Z , Z / 1, then C Z s Q for T g Syl G anda a 9 T a 9 a 9 2 a 9
 .a 9, a is also a critical pair.
 .e Z is quadratic on Z and ¨ice ¨ersa.a a 9
 .  .  . .Proof. a and b follow from 7.3 a and the minimality of b.
 .  .  . .   ..To c . Suppose that C Z / Q . Then by 7.3 c , Z s V Z S .S a a a 1
Hence Z F Z g Q , which contradicts the minimality of b.a aq1 a 9
 . w x  .  .To d . Suppose that Z , Z / 1. By b , Z F G and by c , Z ga a 9 a 9 a a 9
 .  .  .Q . Hence, a 9, a is also a critical pair and d follows from c .a
 .  .  .To e . Z and Z normalize each other by a and b , and they area a 9
 . .  .abelian by 7.3 b . Hence e follows.
 . w x7.5 Suppose that Z , Z s 1. Then the following hold:a a 9
 .  .Ga b is odd; i.e., a 9 g a q 1 .
 .   ..   ..b Z s V Z S s V Z G .aq1 1 1 aq1
 .  .  .c C E s 1; in particular, Z G s 1.Q a aa
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 .d If b ) 1, then V is elementary abelian and V is quadratic onaq1 aq1
V , and ¨ice ¨ersa.a 9
 . .   ..  . . GProof. By 7.3 c , Z s V Z G , and 7.4 c implies that a 9 f a ,a 9 1 a 9
 .G  .  .i.e., a 9 g a q 1 and b is odd. Hence a and b follow.
 .  .  .  .  . .  .To c . Z S l C E F Z G . Hence, 7.3 d implies c .Q a aa
 .  . .  .To d . By 7.4 a and b , V and V normalizes each other, and ifaq1 a 9
 .  .b ) 1, then b G 3 by a , and both subgroups are abelian. Now d follows.
 . .  .Remark. Assume Hypothesis 2. Then 7.4 c and 5.1 lead to the
following two cases:
  ..Case I. V Z S is neither normal in P nor in P . Hence Z g1 1 2 aq1
 . w x  . .  .Z G and Z , Z / 1 by 7.5 b . This case will be treated in 8.2 .aq1 a a 9
  ..  . .Case II. V Z S is normal in P ; i.e., 5.1 b holds. It follows1 2
 .that P s G and P s G ; in particular, Z F Z G and most1 a 2 aq1 aq1 aq1
importantly,
E is subnormal in C Z . .aq1 H aq1
 .This case will be treated in 8.6 and in Sections 9 and 10.
 .7.6 The following hold:
 .a Q l Q is not normal in G .a aq1 aq1
 .  .   .Ga:b O E g Q ; in particular, E F O E .2 aq1 a a 2 aq1
 .  .  :c Q l Q g Q for e¨ery m g D a q 1 with Q , G l Ga aq1 m m a aq1
s G .aq1
 .   . :d C Z , G l G / G .G a a aq1 aq1aq1
Proof. Suppose that Q l Q is normal in G . Then Q la aq1 aq1 a
 .Q s Q l Q for every m g D a q 1 .aq1 aq1 m
 Gaq1:  .Assume that b s 1. Then E F Z by 3.4 . However,aq1 a
w x w x w xQ , Z F Q l Q and Q l Q , Z s 1. Hence Q , Eaq1 a a aq1 a aq1 a aq1 aq1
s 1 and G is not of characteristic 2 type, a contradiction.aq1
Assume that b ) 1 and choose m s a q 2. Then Z F Q l Qa 9 aq2 aq1
w x  .  .G GF Q and Z , Z s 1. Hence by 7.5 , a 9 g a q 1 , a 9 y 1 g a ,a a a 9
  ..and Z s V Z G . Since Z F Q but Z g Q we concludeaq1 1 aq1 a a 9y1 a a 9
 .  .  .that Q g Q . Thus 3.4 gives O E F Q l Q . Now 3.5 yieldsa aq1 2 aq1 a aq1
w x  .  .Z , E s 1 and Z F O G s 1, a contradiction. This shows a .a aq1 a 2
 .Suppose that O E F Q . Then Q l Q is normal in G2 aq1 a a aq1 aq1
 .  .  .  .which contradicts a . Hence O E g Q and 3.4 gives b .2 aq1 a
 . Suppose that Q l Q F Q for some m g D a q 1 with Q , G la aq1 m m a
: Gaq1G s G . Then Q l Q s Q l Q since m g a . Henceaq1 aq1 a aq1 m aq1
 .Q l Q is normal in G which contradicts a .a aq1 aq1
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 .  . .  .  .Note that Q l Q s C Z by 7.4 c . Hence a implies d .a aq1 Q aaq1
 .    ...7.7 Let C s C V Z S . Suppose that E is subnormal in C,G 1 aq1
 .O C F S, and C is of characteristic 2 type. Then the following hold:2
 . w  .  .xa C Z , E O E F Q .G a a 2 aq1 a
 .  .b C V is a 2-group.G aq1
 .c E g C if b ) 1; in particular, Z / Z if b ) 1.a 9 a 9 aq1
  ..Proof. Note that Z s V Z S since E F C. Moreover,aq1 1 aq1
 .  .O E F O C by the subnormality of E . This gives2 aq 1 2 aq 1
w  .  .x  .  .  .  . .C Z , O E F O C l C Z F C Z . Hence 7.4 c givesG a 2 aq1 2 G a S a
w  .  .x  . .  .  .C Z , O E F Q , and 7.6 b and 3.4 yield a .G a 2 aq1 a
2  ..  . w x 2 .Let E s O C V . By a , E, E F EQ . Since E s O EQ weG aq1 a a a
 :  .conclude that E is normal in E , G s G, and O E s 1. On thea aq1 2
 .  .other hand, C V is of characteristic 2 type since C V F C.G aq1 G aq1
 .Hence E s 1 and C V is a 2-group.G aq1
 .Suppose that b ) 1 and E F C. Since E is transitive on D a q 1a 9 aq1
 .  .  .we get that Z F Z O E . Moreover O E F O C since Ea aq2 2 aq1 2 aq1 2 aq1
is subnormal in C, and Z F Q by the minimality of b. Henceaq2 a 9
 .  . w x  .  .Z F C l Q O C and Z , E F O E . Now 3.3 gives Z F Q ,a a 9 2 a a 9 2 a 9 a a 9
a contradiction.
 .  .7.8 Let d g G, l g D d , and G s G rQ , and let A be a subgroup ofd d d
 .Q with A g Q and F A F Q . Then there exists x g G and A F A suchl d d d 0
 x:that for L s A, A the following hold:
 . < < 2  .a ArA s 2, x g L, x g Q , and A s A l O L .0 d 0 2
 .  : nb L, G l G s G and L ( D = A .l d d 2 p 0
 . Lc Any two elements in Z are interchanged by an in¨olution of L.l
 .  x:d L s a, A for e¨ery a g A _ A .0
 .  .  . 2  .e For T g Syl G l G either B T F Q or O L F2 d l d
w 2 .  .xO L , B T .
 .Proof. Apply 3.6 .
8.
 :In this section we assume Hypothesis 2 and set G s P , P . We use1 2
 .the notation concerning G s G G, P , P as it was introduced in Section1 2
7; in particular, S F G l G . The additional hypothesis for this sectiona aq1
w xis Z , Z / 1.a a 9
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w x  .  .Notation. R s Z , Z , G s G rC Z , and J Z , S is defined asa a 9 d d G d ad
in Section 1.
 .8.1 The following hold:
 . < < < <a Z rZ l Q s Z rZ l Q .a a a 9 a 9 a 9 a
 .  .b E J Z , S s E = ??? = E and Z s V = ??? = V , where V sa a 1 r a 0 r 0
  ..  . w x < <C E J Z , S , E ( SL 2 , V s Z , E , and V s 4, for i G 1.Z a a i 2 i a i ia
 .  .  .c R s R l V = ??? = R l V .1 r
 . .  .Proof. We apply 7.4 c and d . Since the configuration is symmetric
in a and a 9 we may assume that
< < < <) Z rZ l Q G Z rZ l Q . . a 9 a 9 a a a a 9
 .  . .  .  .Hence Z F J Z , S and 1.5 e implies equality in ) . Thus a holds.a 9 a
 .  .  .  .Claim b is a consequence of 1.7 , and b implies c .
 .  .8.2 Suppose that Z g Z G . Then G ( S or G ( C = Saq1 aq1 d 4 d 2 4
for e¨ery d g G.
 . .  . w   ..xProof. By 7.3 c , Z g Z G for every d g G. Hence P , V Z S /d d i 1
 .  .n1 for i s 1, 2. Now 6.3 yields G rQ ( D and G ( SL 2 .dd d 2 ?3 d 2
 .  :Pick a y 1 g D a such that G l G , Z s G . Assume firstay1 a a 9 a
 . .  .that Z F G . Then 7.1 b and 7.4 give b ) 1; in particular, V Fay1 a 9 aq1
Q .aq1
w xSince Z F Z Q we get that Z , Z F R, and Z Z is nor-ay1 a a 9 ay1 a 9 ay1 a
 . .  .mal in G . By 7.3 c , C Z Z s Q l Q and thus also Q l Qa S ay1 a a ay1 a ay1
 .is normal in G . It follows that Q g Syl E Q . Sincea aq1 2 a aq1
 :.O G , G s 1 no nontrivial characteristic subgroup of Q is nor-2 a aq1 aq1
 U :mal in E Q . Let U be a Hall 29-subgroup of G . Then V s Z ,a aq1 aq1 aq1 a
 .and 2.5 implies that V is normal in G , which contradictsaq1 a
 :.O G , G s 1.2 a aq1
 .Assume now that Z g G . Then a y 1, a 9 y 1 is also a criticalay1 a 9
 .pair. With the same argument as above there exists a y 2 g D a y 1
 :  .such that G l G , Z s G and a y 2, a 9 y 2 is a criticalay2 ay1 a 9y1 ay1
 .pair here a 9 y 2 s a y 1 if b s 1 .
w xSet R s Z , Z , i s 1, 2, and assume that b ) 1. Then R Fi ayi a 9yi 2
 .Z G since R centralizes Z and G l G , and similarlyay1 2 a 9y1 ay2 ay1
 .R F Z G . If b ) 2, then R F Z F Q , and so R is centralized by1 a 2 a 9y2 a 9 2
 :.G . Hence R F O G , G , a contradiction.a 2 2 a ay1
Assume b s 2. Let V s V l Q l Q . Then V s Z Z V0 a ay1 aq1 a ay1 aq1 0
< < w x w xand V rV s 4. In addition, V , Z s R F Z F V and V , Z Fa 0 0 aq2 a 0 0 ay2
 .R F Z F V . Hence, V is normal in G and V F Z V .2 a 0 0 a 0 a
< <If V is elementary abelian, then V rV s 4 and the action of G on0 a 0 a
X w xV rV imply that V s 1. However, this contradicts Z , Z / 1.a 0 a ay1 aq1
 .  .  .Hence F V / 1. Note that F V F Q for every d g D a y 1 ; i.e.,0 0 d
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w  . xF V , V s 1. On the other hand, with the above argument there0 ay1
 .  .exists a y 3 g D a y 2 such that a y 3, a y 1 is a critical pair and
 :  :G l G , Z s G . Thus V g Q and V , Z Qay1 ay2 aq1 ay1 ay2 ay1 ay2 aq1 ay1
 .  .  .s G . Note that V s Z V l Q for k g D a y 1 and thus F Vay1 0 a 0 k 0
 .  . w  . xs F V l Q F Q for n g D k . It follows that F V , V s 1 and0 k n 0 ay2
 .  :F V is normal in V , G l G s G and G , a contradiction.0 ay2 a ay1 ay1 a
 4 Assume finally that b s 1. Let d g a y 1, a . Then Q s Q ld a
.  .  .  .Q Z and so F Q s F Q l Q . This gives F Q s 1 and Q say1 d d a ay1 d d
w x  .  . <w x <  .Z , E = Z G . By 8.1 , Z , E s 4 and so G rQ ( SL 2 . Sinced d d d d d d 2
 .  .  . <  . <Z G F Q , but Z G l Z G s 1 we also get Z G F 2 anday1 a a ay1 ay1
<  . <  .with the same argument Z G F 2. Now 8.2 follows.a
 .DEFINITION. Let H be a finite group. Then H is of type L 2 resp.3
 .Sp 2 provided H contains two subgroups G and G such that G l4 a aq1 a
 .  :.G s S g Syl H , O G , G s 1, and G ( G ( S resp.aq1 2 2 a aq1 a aq1 4
C = S .2 4
 .  .  .Note that L 2 and Sp 2 are examples for groups of type L 2 and3 4 3
 .Sp 2 , respectively.4
 .  .  .8.3 Suppose that Z F Z G . Then O E g Q .aq1 aq1 2 a aq1
 .  .Proof. Assume that O E F Q . Then Q g Syl E Q . By2 a aq1 aq1 2 a aq1
 .  .  . 3.2 and 3.3 there exists F g P E Q , Q such that F, G la aq1 aq1 a
:G s G . Hence, no nontrivial characteristic subgroup of Q isaq1 a aq1
 . w  . 2 .xnormal in F. Now 2.4 gives O E , O F F Z . This implies that2 a a
 .  .  . .  .O E F Z and then O E s Z since by 7.3 d , Z G s 1. How-2 a a 2 a a a
 .  .ever, now again Z G s 1 yields Q s Z s O E .a a a 2 a
 .  .An application of 2.2 and 8.1 to Z and E J Q resp. E J S .  .a a aq1 a
 .  .shows that J S s J Q s B, but now B F Q , which contradictsaq1 aq1
 .6.1 .
 .   ..  .8.4 Let Z s C J Z , S . Suppose that Z F Z G . Then Z isZ a aq1 aq1a
normal in G .aq1
 Gaq1: U  Gaq1:Proof. Let S s Z and V s Z . We may assume that1 a 9 aq1
U  .  . . G  .V / Z. Note that Z G s 1 by 7.3 d and a 9 g a by 7.4 ; inaq1 a
 .  .particular, b is even. We now apply 8.1 . Then S s J Z , S , and with the1 a
 .notation given in 8.1 :
 .  .1 E S s E = ??? = E , E ( SL 2 ,a 1 1 r i 2
 . w x < <2 Z s V = ??? = V , V s V, E , and V s 4,a 1 r i i i
 .  .3 C S s Z.Z 1a
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 .  .Since S is a normal subgroup of G in Q we get from 2 and 31 aq1 aq1
w x U w U xthat V , S s V and V , S s 1; in particular,aq1 1 aq1 aq1 1
 . U U4 V F Q and V l Z s Z.aq1 a 9 aq1 a
 .  . w xAccording to 1 and 2 we may assume that V , Z / 1; i.e., V g Q .1 a 9 1 a 9
 .We apply 7.8 with d s a 9, l s a 9 y 1, and A s V :1
 .5 There exists x g G and L F G such that for a 9 q 1 sa 9 0 a 9
 . xa 9 y 1 :
 .  x:i x g L and L s V , V and0 0 1 1
 .  :ii L , G l G s G .0 a 9 a 9q1 a 9
 2 ..  h :Let L s L Q and Q s O O L . Note that Q N h g G l G0 a 9 2 a 9 a 9q1
 .  .  .s O E and that by 8.3 , O E g Q . It follows that Q g Q .2 a 9 2 a 9 a 9q1 a 9q1
 .We now apply 7.8 with d s a 9 q 1 and l s a 9:
Ä .6 There exists y g G and L F G such that for a 9 q 2 sa 9q1 a 9q1
a 9 y:
Ä Ä .  :i y g L and L, G l G s G anda 9q1 a 9q2 a 9q1
Ä U U U .  : < <ii either L s V , Q and V rV l G s 2 oraq1 a 9q2 aq1 aq1 a 9q2
Ä U :L s Q, Q and V F G .a 9q2 aq1 a 9q2
x  . x  .Define Z s Z and Z s Z , where a , a q 1 s d , l anda , aq1 d , l a , aq1
U   .:  .GV s Z N l g D d for d g a q 1 . Let D F Z such thatd l, d a 9q2, a 9q1
w x U w x xD, V F Z . Note that D F V and so D, V s 1. It follows from1 a 9 a 9q1 1
 . U U w U x  Qa 9:5 that D F V Z l V Z and D, V s 1. Let D* s D .a 9y1 a 9 a 9q1 a 9 aq1
U U w 2 .xThen also D* F V Z l V Z and D*, O L F Z . This im-a 9y1 a 9 a 9q1 a 9 a 9
w x U  .plies that D*, Q F V l Z s Z by 4 . On the other hand,a 9q1 a 9 a 9, a 9q1
w x w x UD*Z and thus also D*, Q is normal in L. Now D*, Q F V anda 9 a 9q1
w U x x w 2 .xV , V s 1 imply that D*, Q, O L s 1, and the 3-subgroup lemmaa 9q1 1
Äw x  .  . w x  .  .gives D*, Q s 1. Hence by 4 and 6 D, L s 1, and 6.4 and 6 yield
D F Z . We have shown:a 9q1
 . w x7 If D F Z and D, V F Z , then D F Z .a 9q2, a 9q1 1 a 9 a 9q1
 .  .Assume that b s 2. Then, according to 1 and 2 , there exists m g
 .  :  . w U U x  .D a 9 such that E F V , V . Since by 4 , V , V F Z V la 9 aq1 m aq1 m aq1
 . w U U x  .Z V we get that V , V , E s 1, and Z G s 1 implies thatm aq1 m a 9 a 9
w U U x U U  .V , V s 1. It follows that V F Q since V / Z, and thus by 1aq1 m m aq1 aq1
 . w U x Uand 2 , V , V F Z . Hence, V Z is normal in G . Now, as above form 1 a 9 m a 9 a 9
 . w U  .x  .7 , V , O E s 1 which contradicts 8.3 . We have shown:m 2 a 9
 .8 b ) 2.
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 . w x w xIn particular, 8 implies that Z , Z s 1 and thus V , Z , Za 9 a 9q2 1 a 9 a 9q2
 .  .s 1. Hence, by 1 and 2 , Z l G normalizes V . It follows thata 9q2 a 1
w x  .Z l G , V F Z , and 7 yieldsa 9q2, a 9q1 a 1 a 9
 .9 Z l G s Z ; in particular, Z g G .a 9q2, a 9q1 a a 9q1 a 9q2 a
w x  .  .  .Let R s Z , Z . Then R F Z l G by 1 , 2 , 3 ,2 aq2 a 9q2 2 a 9q2, a 9q1 a
 .  .  .and 8 . Hence, 9 gives R F Z , and by 5 , R centralizes2 a 9q1 2
 :  :G , L s G ,G . Thus R s 1. We conclue that Z F Qa 9q1 a 9q1 a 9 2 a 9q2 aq2
 . w U xF G . On the other hand, by 9 , Z g Q and thus V , Zaq1 a 9q2 aq1 aq1 a 9q2
/ 1.
w U xLet R s V l G , Z l Z . As for R we get that1 aq1 a 9q2 a 9q2 a 9q2, a 9q1 2
 .  .  . w U xR s 1. Now 1 , 2 , and 3 imply that V l G , Z s 1. Since1 aq1 a 9q2 a 9q2
w U x U  .V , Z / 1 we conclude that V g G and by 6 ,aq1 a 9q2 aq1 a 9q2
< U  . <  . < <UV rC Z s 2. Now 1.2 gives Z rZ l Q s 2. To-aq1 V a 9q2 a 9q2 a 9q2 aq1aq1
 . < <  .  .  . < < 2gether with 9 we get Z s 4, and 1 , 2 , and 3 imply Z s 4a 9q2, a 9q1 a
 .and G ( SL 2 X C .a 2 2
w U x  .Assume that V , Z l Q s 1. Then by 6 , Z l Z saq1 a 9q2 aq1 a 9 a 9q2
w xZ l Q . It follows that Z F Z , Q F Z la 9q2 aq1 a 9q2, a 9q1 a 9q2 a 9q1 a 9q2
 .Q since Q normalizes Z l Z , but now 9 yields Zaq1 a 9q1 a 9 a 9q2 a 9q2, a 9q1
s Z s V U , a contradiction.a 9q1 a 9q1
w U xAssume that V , Z l Q / 1. Then S s Q Q . Let l gaq1 a 9q2 aq1 a aq1
 .  .D a q 1 such that Z g G and let U s C Z . Thenl, aq1 a 9q2 Z l Q l, aq1a 9q2 aq1
< <  . w4 F U and by 6 , U F Z l Z . However, now Z F Z la 9 a 9q2 a 9q2, a 9q1 a 9
xZ , Q or Z l Z s Z . Hence, in both casesa 9q2 a 9q1 a 9 a 9q2 a 9q2, a 9q1
Z F Z l Z F Z l Q and Z s Z , aa 9q2, a 9q1 a 9 a 9q2 a 9q2 aq1 a 9q2, a 9q1 a 9q1
contradiction
 .  .  .8.5 Suppose that Z F Z G . Then G rQ ( SL 2 and b s 2.aq1 aq1 a a 2
2  ..  . .  . < < < <Proof. Let Z s C J Z , S . By 7.3 d and 8.1 , Z s Z , andZ a aa
 .  . w 2 .x  .8.3 gives Q g Q . Hence, 8.4 yields Z, O G s 1, and 6.4a aq1 aq1
 . < <  .gives Z s Z . From 8.1 we get that Z s 4 and G ( SL 2 ; inaq1 a a 2
 .  . .nparticular, by 3.3 , G rQ ( D . Now 7.7 a shows that either G rQa a 2 ?3 a a
 .  .( SL 2 or O E F Q . In the second case Q l Q is normal in2 2 aq1 a a aq1
 . .  .G which contradicts 7.6 a . Thus, we have G rQ ( SL 2 .aq1 a a 2
 .  .Assume that b ) 2. Since G ( SL 2 we get from 8.1 that R s Z sa 2
 :Z . The same argument in G gives R s Z . Hence G , Gaq1 a 9 a 9y1 aq1 a 9y1
 .  .  .   ..F C R , but E is subnormal in C R and so O E F O C R .H aq1 H 2 aq1 2 H
 .  4Let a y 1 g D a _ a q 1 . Note that V F Q since b ) 2.ay1 aq1
Hence, conjugation in G shows thataq1
V F V O E F V O C R .  . .ay1 m 2 aq1 m 2 H
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 .  .for suitable m g D a q 2 . Since d m, a 9 y 1 F b y 1 we have V F G ,m a 9
  .. w xand since O C R F Q we get V F G . Now Z , V s R2 H a 9y1 ay1 a 9 a 9 ay1
 :and V is normal in G and G l G , Z s G , a contradiction.ay1 ay1 ay1 a a 9 a
 .  .  .  48.6 Suppose that Z F Z G . Let a y 1 g D a _ a q 1 ,aq1 aq1
 Ga :  .  .D s Q l Q , L s Q , Q s O L , and T g Syl G . Thenay1 aq1 ay1 2 3 a
w xD,L s Z , QrD and D are elementary abelian and one of the followinga
holds:
 . 5 < < 6  .a 2 F S F 2 , G rQ ( SL 2 for e¨ery d g G, andd d 2
 .  .  . :a Q s Q , O E ( C = C , and Q s O E t , where either1 a 2 a 4 4 2 a
 .t s 1 or t in¨erts the elements in O E ,2 a
 .a Q ( C Y Q or Q Y Q , and Q l E ( Q .2 aq1 4 8 8 8 aq1 aq1 8
 . 8 < < 10  .  .b 2 F S F 2 , G rQ ( SL 2 , and G rQ ( SL 2 X C ,a a 2 aq1 aq1 2 2
and
 . <  . <  . 6b QrO E F 4, and O E is special of order 2 with1 2 a 2 a
 .C T s 1.O E .2 a
 .  .b V ( Q Y Q and F Q s Z ,2 aq1 8 8 aq1 aq1
 . 4b there exists an elementary abelian normal subgroup W of order 2 in3
 .L such that N W is nonsol¨ able.G
 . 14 < < 15  .  .c 2 F S F 2 , G rQ ( SL 2 , and E rO E is elemen-a a 2 aq1 2 aq1
tary abelian of order 34, and
 . < < 6 < < 5 < <  .c QrD s 2 , D s 2 , Z s 4, and D s C T = Z ,1 a Q a
 . 9c Q is extra special of order 2 and QrQ l Q is elementary2 aq1 aq1
abelian of order 23.
 .  .c E¨ery Q-in¨ariant subgroup of order 3 in E rO E operates3 aq1 2 aq1
fixed-point-freely on Q rZ , and e¨ery in¨olution in QQ rQ cen-aq1 aq1 aq1 aq1
tralizes a subgroup of order 25 in Q ;aq1
 .  .  4  .  .c there exists l g D a q 1 _ a such that N Z Z rC Z Z4 G l a G l a
 .( L 2 .3
 .  .  .Proof. We apply 8.1 and 8.5 . Then b s 2, G rQ ( SL 2 anda a 2
< <  .Z s 4; in particular, Z G s 1. We choose the following additionala a
notation:
ÄA s V l Q , A s V l Q , V s V rZ .ay1 a aq1 a aq1 aq1
Note that E F L and that D is normal in G . Note further thata a
w xL l S s V Q since V g Q and that V , Q s Z . It followsaq1 aq1 a aq1 aq1 aq1
that
2 Ä Ä . w  .x w x  .1 D, O L s Z , Q s AAD, Q, Q D s AD, and F Q F D.a aq1
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 . w x  .Let D F C V such that D , S F Z . Then by 1 , D Z is0 D aq1 0 aq1 0 a
w x  .normal in G . On the other hand Q, D Z F Z and so D F Z Q .a 0 a aq1 0
Ä . < <Now Z G s 1 yields D F Z and then D F Z . Moreover, V rA0a 0 a aq1 aq1
Ä Ä<w  . x <  .s 2 and C A , V F 2 also gives C A s Z . We have shown:D aq1 D a
Ä .  .  .  .2 C V s Z and C A s Z s C A .D aq1 aq1 D a D
w x w  . x  .Since Q , V s Z we have F D , V s 1. Now 2 givesaq1 aq1 aq1 aq1
 .  .F D F Z . Since F D is normal in G we getaq1 a
 .  .3 F D s 1.
 .An easy consequence of 1 is
 . w x4 If x g Q _ Q and U F Q l Q such that U, x F D, thenaq1 ay1 a
U F D.
 .  .  .Assume that A F D. Then by 1 , O E s Z and Z G s 1 implies2 a a a
Q s Z . Now b s 2 gives Q F Q and Q s S, a contradiction.a a a aq1 aq1
Assume that there exists A l D F A F A such that A g D and A0 0 0
 .operates quadratically on V. Then by 1.2 there exists x g V _ Q andaq1 a
w x < <  .A F A such that A , x F Z and A rA s 2. Now 4 implies that1 0 1 aq1 0 1
A F D. We have shown:1
 .5 A g Q , and no noncyclic subgroup of AQ rQ operatesaq1 aq1 aq1
quadratically on V.
< <  . < <Suppose that ArA l D s 2. Then by 1 , QrD s 4. Moreover, since
w x <  . <D, A F Z and D is elementary abelian we get that DrD l Z Q Fay1
 .  . < <2. Now Z G s 1 gives D l Z Q s Z and DrZ F 2.a a a
Note that S s Q Q and so Q rQ l Q ( SrQ s S. Sincea aq1 a a aq1 aq1
< <  .A s 2 we get A F Z S . On the other hand,
Q s C T A Q l Q for T g Syl G .  .  .a Q a aq1 3 aa
 .  . < <and G T l A s 1. By 3.4 , Z S is cyclic and thus Q s Q, SrQ .Q a aq1a
< < 5 < < 6 < <s 2, and S s 2 , if D s Z , and S s 2 , if DrZ s 2. Assume thata a
< < 4  .  .V F 2 . Then G rQ ( SL 2 and V ( C Y Q , and a isaq1 aq1 aq1 2 aq1 4 8
easy to check since V l Q ( C = C .aq1 a 2 4
< < 5Assume that V s 2 . Then V ( Q Y Q since D is elementaryaq1 aq1 8 8
3 < <abelian of order 2 in V . In particular 5 does not divide G and soaq1 aq1
 .G rQ ( SL 2 . However, now there are only three conjugates of Zaq1 aq1 2 a
< < 4in V and V F 2 , a contradiction. We have shown:aq1 aq1
 . < <  .6 If ArA l D s 2, then a holds.
From now on we assume
 . < <7 ArA l D G 4.
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<w x <  .Choose a g A _ Q such that V, a is minimal. Then by 7.8 andaq1
 .  y: y3.6 there exists y g G and E s A, A such that for l s a :aq1
 .i y g E,
 . < <ii ArA l G s 2 and a f A l G ,l l
 .  :iii E, G l G s G ,a aq1 aq1
 . w xiv A l G , E F Q .l aq1
 E:  2 .. w 2 .xLet V s Z , V s C O E , and Y s Q , O E . Note that1 a 0 Q aq1aq1
 . w x  .by 1 , Q s V D and that D, A F Z F V . Hence 5 givesaq1 aq1 ay1 aq1
 . w x8 Y F Q , E F V .aq1 aq1 aq1
Suppose that V g Q . Then we may assume that Z g Q . Since1 a l a
w x  .A l G , Z F Z F D we get from 4 that A l G F D. Hencel l aq1 l
< <  .ArA l D s 2, which contradicts 7 . We have shown:
 .9 V F Q .1 a
w x  .Note that V l D, A F Z l V . Since by iii , Z is not normal in0 ay1 0 a
w x  .  .E we get that Z g V and V l D, A s 1. Now 1 and 3 yielday1 0 0
 .  .  .V l D F Z Q since V l D Z is normal in L, and Z G s 1 gives0 0 a a
V l D F Z . Hence, Z g V implies:0 a ay1 0
 .10 V l D s Z .0 aq1
w x  . w xSince V l Q , A F V l D we get from 10 , V l Q , A F Z ,0 a 0 0 a aq1
 . w xand by iv , V , A l G F Z . Thus, we have1 l aq1
 . w  . x w x11 V V l Q , A l G F Z and V l Q , A F Z .1 0 a l aq1 0 a aq1
 .From 11 we get that A acts as a cyclic group of order 2 on V rZ ;1 aq1
w x  . w xi.e., V , A, A F Z . On the other hand, by 9 , V , A, A F Z . We1 aq1 1 ay1
conclude that
w xV , A , A F Z l Z s 1.1 ay1 aq1
 . w xHence 2 yields V , A Z s Z . This gives1 aq1 a
 . < < 3  .  .12 V s 2 and V F Y; in particular, ErC V ( SL 2 .1 1 E 1 2
 2 ..Suppose that a induces a transvection on VrC O E . Then Y s VV 1
 .  .and V s V V l V ; in particular, by 9 , V l V g Q . Henceaq1 1 0 aq1 0 aq1 a
 . w x  .11 implies that V l Q , A l G F Z , and by 7 ,aq1 a l aq1
< <VrC A l G s 2. .V l
w x <w x < w xNow the minimality of V, a shows that V, a s 2. Since Y, a g Zaq1
w x  .we get V l V , a F Z which contradicts 4 since a f D. We have0 aq1 aq1
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shown:
 .  2 ..13 a does not induce a transvection on VrC O E .V
 . w x w xAssume that V g Q . Then by 1 , V , Q F V , A D F V D and thus0 a 0 0 0
w x  .Q s V D and V , A F Z V . This contradicts 13 . Hence weaq1 0 aq1 ay1 0
have:
 .14 V F Q and Y g Q .0 a a
<  . <  .  .Suppose that VrC a s 4. From 12 and 13 we getV
< < < <YrV s V rZ s 4;1 1 aq1
< < 5  .  .  .in particular, Y s 2 and ErO E ( SL 2 . Moreover, by 11 either2 2
w x w xY, A l G F Z or Y, A l G Z s V . The first case contradictsl aq1 l aq1 1
 .  . w x4 and 7 since Y g Q . Thus, we have Y, A l G Z s V . Nowa l aq1 1
 .  .  .11 and 14 show that A l G is quadratic on V, and 5 yields thatl
< < < <A l G rD s 2 and ArA l D s 4.l
 .  . <  . < <  . <Again by 11 and 14 , VrC A s 8 and VrC x s 4 for x gV V
 .  .A _ Q . Hence 1.6 shows that G rQ ( SL 2 X C and V saq1 aq1 aq1 2 2 aq1
Y; in particular, V ( Q Y Q .aq1 8 8
Ä Ä 6 . <  . <Since AA is normal in G we get that AA s O E , O E s 2 , anda 2 a 2 a
 .  .  .  .  .C T s 1 for T g Syl G . By 14 , V F Q , and by 1 and 10 ,ÄA A 3 a 0 a
V l Q s Z and V rZ is elementary abelian. Since V rZ is0 ay1 aq1 0 aq1 0 aq1
< < < <isomorphic to a subgroup of D we conclude that V rZ F ArA l D8 0 aq1
 .  .s 4. To prove b it remains to prove b .3
w x < <  .Let W s V , E . Since V rZ s 2 and C T s 1 we get that W is1 a 1 a W
4  .elementary abelian of order 2 . In addition, E rC W ( S .a E 4aw x w x  E:Since V , W s 1 we have that W, E F V and W l V F1 aq1 aq1
 .  .  .C V s V . Hence E F N W and ErC W ( S . Now E fixesV 1 1 G E 4aq1
 .Z in W while E operates fixed-point-freely on W, and b follows. Weaq1 a 3
may assume now:
 . <  . <15 VrC x G 8 for every x g A _ Q .V aq1
 . w xAssume that V g D. Let ¨ g V _ Q . By 12 , ¨ , A F Z and thus1 1 ay1 a
<w x <  .¨ , V Z rZ F 4. This contradicts 15 . Hence we have:ay1 ay1 ay1
 .16 V F D.1
 .  .In particular, by 1 , V is normal in L. Now c is easy to check.1 4
 .E: w x  .  .Let V s Y l D . Then V , A l G F V F D, and by 4 and 7 ,2 2 l 1
w xV F Q . Moreover Y l Q , A F Y l D F V , and A induces transvec-2 a a 2
< < < <tions on YrV . We conclude that YrV s V rZ s 4.2 2 1 aq1
 .  .Let Y s YZ rZ and b g A l G _ Q . Since YrC b isaq1 aq1 l aq1 Y
4 . <  . <E-invariant we get from 5 that YrC b G 2 . On the other hand,Y
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4<w x w x < w x <w x <Y, b r V , b F 4 and V , b F V . It follows that Y, b F 2 . Now2 2 1
<  . < <w x <YrC b s Y, b impliesY
4 < < < <w x2 s YrC b s Y , b .Y
8<w x < < <and V , b s 4; in particular, Y G 2 .2
 . w x w x  .  .From 11 we get that Y, b s V, b since by 14 , V F Q and by 10 ,0 a
w xV l D s Z . Hence, the minimality of V, a and the fixed-point-free0 aq1
2 .action of O E on Y give
 . < < 9 <w x < <w x < 417 Y s 2 and V, a s Y, a s 2 .
 . w x <w xBy 10 , V l D s Z . Hence A, V F Z and V , w0 aq1 0 aq1 ay1
<  .Z rZ F 4 for every w g V . Now 15 , applied to V rZ , yieldsay1 ay1 0 ay1 ay1
V F D and thus V s Z . We have shown:0 0 aq1
 .18 Q s V s Y.aq1 aq1
 . . w xNow 7.3 b shows that V is extra special. Since V , A F D andaq1 2
w x < < 5 < < 4D, A F V the action of E also gives V l D s 2 and V rD s 2 ;1 aq1 aq1
3< <in particular, A s 2 . Moreover, as seen before,
 . <  . < <  . < 419 VrC x s C x s 2 for every x g A _ Q .V V aq1
 .  .  .  .Since C x operates faithfully on C x , 19 and 12 implyE Vaq1
 .  .20 C x ( U F C = C for every x g A _ Q .E x 3 3 aq1aq1
3< <Note that A s 2 . Let A , . . . , A be the subgroups of index 2 in A1 n
 .such that E s C A / 1. Theni E iaq1
 :E s E N i s 1, . . . , naq1 i
 .and 20 implies that
 . < <21 E is elementary abelian and E s 3.aq1 i
In particular, there exists z g A which inverts E . Since z is in 3aq1
subgroups of index 2 in A we have n F 4. In addition, an easy argument
 4shows that E s E = ??? = E . Hence S is transitive on E , . . . , Eaq1 1 n 1 n
3< <  .and n s 2 or 4. The first case contradicts A s 2 , and c is proven.
 . y .DEFINITION. Let H be a finite group. Then H is of type G 2 9, V 3 ,2 6
q .and V 3 , respectively, if H contains two subgroups G and G such8 a aq1
 .  :.that G l G s S g Syl H and O G , G s 1, and G anda aq1 2 2 a aq1 a
 . .  .  .G satisfy 8.6 a , b , and c , respectively.aq1




 :In this section we assume Hypothesis 2 and G s P , P , and we use1 2
 .the notation concerning G s G G, P , P as introduced in Section 7. The1 2
w x  .additional hypothesis for this section is Z , Z s 1. According to 7.5a a 9
  ..  .  .  .this gives Z s V Z T F Z G for T g Syl G and Z G s 1.a 9 1 a 9 2 a 9 a
 .Hence, as mentioned in the remark after 7.5 , it follows that E isa 9
 .subnormal in C Z .H a 9
 . U  .Ga 9:9.1 Suppose that b s 1. Let V s Z l Q . Then the followinga 9 a a 9
hold:
 .  .  .a G rQ ( SL 2 X C and G rQ ( SL 2 .a a 2 2 a 9 a 9 2
 . < < 7 Ub S s 2 , Q s Z , and V ( Q Y Q .a a a 9 8 8
 . U < < 3  .  .c There exists U F V such that U s 2 and N U rU ( L 2 .a 9 H 3
Proof. Since b s 1 we have a 9 s a q 1 and Z g Q . We applya aq1
 .7.8 with d s a q 1, l s a , and A s Z . Then there exists x g Ga aq1
 x: xsuch that for E s Z , Z and a q 2 s a :a a
 .i x g E,
 . < <ii Z rZ l G s 2,a a aq2
 .  :iii E, G l G s G ,aq1 a aq1
 . w xiv Z l G , E F Q ,a aq2 aq1
 .  :v E s a, Z for every a g Z _ G .aq2 a aq2
 . .Let V s Z l G Z l G and V s Z l Z . Thena aq2 aq2 a 0 a aq2
 .  . w x1 V F Z E and VQ , E F V, and0 aq1
 .  .2 V l Q s V l Z s Z l G s C a for a g Z _ G .a a a aq2 V a aq2
 . w 2 .x   ..  . .   ..By 1 , Q , O E F C Z V and by 7.5 b , V C QQaq1 1 ZV . aq1aq1
w  . 2 .xs Z . Hence C Q , O E s 1 and the P = Q lemma givesaq1 ZV . aq1
 . w  . 2 .x3 Z V , O E s 1.
< <On the other hand, VrV F 4 shows that V is abelian since V is0
 .generated by involutions. Hence, 3 gives
 . < < < <4 VrV ) 4; in particular, VrV l Q G 4.0 a
 .Let G s G rC Z . Assume that X is a subgroup of V such thata a G aaw x  . < <X / 1 and Z , X, X s 1. By 1.2 there exists X F X with XrX s 2a 1 1
 .  .  .and C X g Z l V. Now 2 and v imply that X F V F Z andZ 1 a 1 0 aa
X s 1. We have shown:1
 .5 No noncyclic subgroup of V operates quadratically on Z .a
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For X F V define as in Section 1,
y1< < < <m X s Z rC X X . .  .a Za
 .  .  .Note that m V s 2 by ii and 2 . Suppose that there exists 1 / X F V
 .  .  . .such that X / 1 and m X - m V . By 1.5 b we may assume that
< < <  . < w xX s 2 and thus Z rC X s 2. However, now Z , X, V s 1 and bya Z aa
 . w x  .3 , Z , X F V . Thus v yields X F V and X s 1, a contradiction. Wea 0 0 1
have shown:
 .  .  .6 m Y G m V for every 1 / Y F V; in particular, no element of
aV induces a transvection on Z .a
w x w x  .  .  .Let F s E , V , W s Z , F , and Y s C F . Then 5 and 6a a 0 Za
 .together with 1.6 imply:
4 4 .  .  . < < < <7 FV( SL 2 = SL 2 and W s 2 ; in particular, VrV s 2 and2 2 0
< <WrW l V s 2.
Thus we have for x g V _ Q ,a
< < < < w x w xWrC x s Z rC x s 4 and W , x s Z , x . .  .W a Z aa
w x w xIn particular V l Z s Z , x V . This gives Y , x s 1 and Y F Va a 0 0 0 0
 .  .  .by 3 . Assume that Y / 1. Let Y s Y l Z B . If J S F Q , then0 0 a
 .  .Y s Y / 1. If J S g Q , then 2.2 shows that Y / 1.0 a
 .  .  :Now 6.4 and v give Y s Z . Hence F, G l G s G Faq1 a aq1 a
 .C Z , a contradiction. We have shown that Y s 1 and thus:H aq1 0
4 . < <  .8 Z s 2 , G ( SL 2 X C , and Z l G s Z l Q .a a 2 2 a aq2 a aq1
 .  . w xBy 5 and 8 , V s Z . Let V F Q be maximal with V , Q s0 aq1 1 aq1 1 aq1
w x  . < <Z and V , E s V . Then by 1 , V l V G 8 and V g Q . Sinceaq1 1 aq1 1 1 1 a
w x  .  .V , V s 1 and V is normal in S we get from 8 and 3.4 that1 1
 . <  . < w x9 V F VQ , 1 / V rC Z F 4, and E , V s E .1 a 1 V a a 1 a1
 . w x w xAgain by 3.4 , E s E , Z . Note that Q , Z l V s 1 andaq1 aq1 a a a 1
< <  . < < 4Z l V rZ F 4. Hence 1.3 yields that V rZ F 2 anda 1 aq1 1 aq1
< < < < 6  .Q Q rQ Z F 2 or that V rZ s 2 and E rC V isa aq1 aq1 a 1 aq1 aq1 E 1aq1
extra special of order 33.
Assume first that there is a noncentral chief factor of G in Q rZ .a a a
w x < < 6 < <Then Q , V g Z and thus V rZ s 2 and Q l V rZ l V s 4.a 1 a 1 aq1 a 1 a 1
 .  . .Hence 8 and 7.7 a imply:
 . < < 4 w x10 Q rC s 2 , where C is maximal in Q with C, E s Z ,a a a a
< < w xV s 4, and Q , V , V F Z .1 a 1 1 a
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 .  .  .Now 10 , 9 , and 5 imply that Q rC and Z are nonisomorphica a
 . < < 8G rQ modules. Since Z G s 1 this shows that C s Z and Q s 2 ;a a a a a
in particular, E rQ ( C = C and E rQ is extra special of ordera a 3 3 aq1 aq1
33.
 .Let D g Syl G and let D* be a subgroup of order 3 in D with3 a
 .  .V F N D*Q and Q s C D* . Since D* operates fixed-point-freelyG a Qa a
< <on Z we get Q s 4 and Q l Z s 1. Hence QZ is elementary abelian.a a a
w xOn the other hand, QZ is normal in Q V and thus V , QZ , QZ s 1.a a 1 1 a a
 .It follows that QZ centralizes Z E rQ . However, then Q Fa aq1 aq1
w xZ Q and Q, V F Z which contradicts the action of D*V on Q rZ .a aq1 1 a a a
w x  .We have shown that Q , E s Z . Now as above Z G s 1 yieldsa a a a
 .11 Q s Z .a a
 . < < 7  .In particular, we conclude from 8 that S s 2 and G rQ ( SL 2 Xa a 2
< <C . Now V l V s 8 and V ( Q Y Q follow. In particular G rQ2 1 8 8 aq1 aq1
 .  .Gaq1:  .( SL 2 and V s Z l Q . It remains to prove c .2 a aq1
The elements of order 3 in E operate fixed-point-freely on VrZ .aq1 aq1
Hence, there exists an elementary abelian normal subgroup U of order 8
w x  .in E different from V l V such that U, Z F U. Clearly N U rUaq1 1 a Gaq1
w x  .( S . Since U g V Z we also have that E , U / E and N U rU (4 1 a a a Ga
 .  .  .  .  .S . It follows that N U rC U ( L 2 . Since C U F C Z and4 H G 3 H H aq1
 .  .C Z is of characteristic 2 type, it is easy to see that C U s U.H aq1 H
q .DEFINITION. Let H be a finite group. Then H is of type V 2 if H6
 .contains two subgroups G and G such that G l G s S g Syl Ha a 9 a a 9 2
 :.  . .  .and O G , G s 1, and G and G satisfy 9.1 a ] c .2 a a 9 a a 9
q . w   ..x q .Note that V 2 ( S ( Aut L 2 is a group of type V 2 .6 8 4 6
 .  .G  . < <9.2 Let d g a 9 and l, m g D d . Suppose that Z rZ l Z s 2l l m
 :  . < <and Q , G l G s G . Then G rQ ( SL 2 and Z s 4.m l d d l l 2 l
Proof. After conjugation we may assume that d s a q 1 and l s a .
 :  . .Let L s Q , Q and Q s Q l Q . By 7.6 c , Q g Q . Thus, Qa m aq1 m a
 .induces transvections on Z . We apply 1.7 .a
w x  .  :Let X s Z , Q . Then X F Z l Z l Z B . Since Q , G l Ga a m a aq1 m
 .  . < <s G we get from 6.4 that X F Z . Now 1.7 yields Z s 4.aq1 aq1 a
 .  .  .  . .Hence G rC Z ( SL 2 and E rO E is cyclic. Now 7.7 a yieldsa G a 2 a 2 aa
 .Q s C Z .a G aa
 .  . < <9.3 Suppose that b ) 1. Then G rQ ( SL 2 and Z s 4 for e¨eryl l 2 l
l g a G.
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 .Proof. It suffices to prove the claim for a . Recall that Z G s 1.a
 .According to 9.2 we may assume that
 . < <1 Z ) 4.a
 .We apply 7.8 with d s a 9, l s a 9 y 1, and A s V . Then thereaq1
 x :  . xexists x g G such that for E s V , V and m s a 9 y 1 :a 9 aq1 aq1
 . 2 .i x g O E .
 . < <ii Z g G and V rV l G s 2,a m aq1 aq1 m
 .  :iii E, G l G s G ,a 9 m a 9
 .  x :iv E s a, V for every a g V _ G .aq1 aq1 m
 . w xv E, V l G F Q .aq1 m a 9
 . .By 7.5 d , V operates quadratically on V , and vice versa. Since Zaq1 a 9 m
w x x  .  .  .is not normal in G and Z , V s 1 we get from ii , iii , and iv thata 9 m aq1
Z g Q .m a
 . . w x w xNote that by 7.5 d , Z , Z l G , Z l G F V , Z l G s 1.a m a m a a 9 m a
 . < <Hence, by 1.2 there exists W F Z l G such that Z l G rW F 2 andm a m a
 .  .  .C W g G . Now i and iv imply that W F Z l Z and W F Q .Z m m a 9y1 aa
 .  .Together with 1 and 9.2 this gives
 . < <2 Z l Q s Z l Z , Z l G rZ l Q F 2, and Z g G ; inm a m a 9y1 m a m a m a
particular, V g Q .a 9 aq1
 .We now apply 7.8 with d s a q 1, l s a q 2, and A s V . Thena 9
Ä y y :  .  .  .there exist y g G , E s V , V , and m s a q 2 such that i ] vÄaq1 a 9 a 9
Ä .  .hold for y, E, a 9, m, a q 1, a q 2 in place of x, E, a q 1, m, a 9, a 9 y 1 .Ä
 .  .Moreover, by 7.8 and 6.1 we may also assume that
2 Ä 2 Ä .  . w  .  .x  .3 O E F O E , B T , where T g Syl G l G .2 aq1 mÄ
 .  .The same argument as above with m, m in place of m, a shows thatÄ
< <Z g G and Z l G rZ l Z F 2. Hence, without loss of generalitym m m m m aq2Ä Ä Ä
 .  .we may assume that m s a . This gives together with 2 and 9.2 :Ä
 . < < < < < < <4 Z rZ l G s Z l G rZ l Z s Z rZ l G s Z lm m a m a m a 9y1 a a m a
2 Ä 2 Ä<  . w  . xG rZ l Z s 2 and O E F O E , B .m a aq2
w x  .  .Let R s Z l G , Z l G l Z B and C s C R . Assume first1 a m m a H 1
that R / 1. Then C is of characteristic 2 type since B F C. Note further1
Ä :that R F Z l Z l Z l Z and thus E, E F C.1 a aq2 m a 9y1
2 Äw  . x w x  .Let F s O E , B . Then F s F, B F E . Hence, 5.2 shows thataq1
2 Ä .  .F is subnormal in C; in particular, O E F F F O C . Since a and2, 2 9
2 Ä .a q 2 are conjugate by an element of O E we get
Z F Z O C F Q l C O C , .  .  .a aq2 2 a 9 2
w xa contradiction since Z , E is not a 2-group.a
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  ..  .Assume now that R s 1. Then Z g Z J S and thus J S g Q .1 a a
Ä .  . w xFrom 6.4 we get that Z l Z l Z B s Z since Z l Z , Ea aq2 aq1 a aq2
 . < <  .s 1. On the other hand by 4 , Z rZ l Z s 4. Thus, 1.7 yieldsa a aq2
4< <Z s 2 and G ( SL 2 X C . .a a 2 2
 .Moreover, since R s 1 we have S s B Z l G .1 m a
Äw x  .  :Let R s Z l G , Z l G and C s C R . Note that E, E F0 m a a m 0 H 0
< <C since R F Z l Z l Z l Z and that R s 2 since R s 1.0 0 a aq2 m a 9y1 0 1
a . w xBecause C Z l G acts transitively on Z , Z l G there existsG m a a m aa
S g F G such that S g F C . Hence, C is of characteristic 2 type.a 0 0
2 Ä .  .  .If O E F O C , then, as above for E and C, Z F Z O C2, 2 9 0 m a 9y1 2 0
2 Ä 2w  .x  .and Z , O E is a 2-group, a contradiction. Assume that O E gm
 . w  . x  . <  . <O C . Then O C , Z g O C and thus Z l O C rR F2, 2 9 0 2, 2 9, 2 0 a 2 0 a 2 0 0
 .   ..  .2. Hence, Z induces transvections in O C rF O C R since O Ca 2 0 2 0 0 2 0
g  . 2 .  .F S F G . Now 1.7 gives O E F O C , a contradiction.a 2, 2 9 0
 .Remark. In the following lemmata we will use 9.3 without reference.
 .Note that 9.3 has the following easy consequences which will be used
frequently.
 .Suppose that b ) 1. Then Z s Z = Z , where a y 1 g D a _a ay1 aq1
 4 < <  . .a q 1 and Z s 2. By 7.6 b , S s Q Q s G l G andaq1 a aq1 a aq1
w x w xZ , S s Z . It follows that V , Q s Z , and V rZ is aa aq1 aq1 aq1 aq1 aq1 aq1
 . .G rQ module. Moreover, by 7.7 b this module is faithful.aq1 aq1
 .  .Note further that by 9.3 , E is 2-transitive in D a . Hence, all paths ofa
 .Glength 2 with initial vertex in a q 1 are conjugate under G.
  .: GDEFINITION. Let d g G. Then W s V N l g D d if d g a andd l
  . :  .GW s V N d d , l s 2 if d g a q 1 .d l
 .  .9.4 Let b ) 1 and r g G with d r, a q 1 s 2. Suppose that there
 . w x xexist t g C V , x g E , t , and A F V such thatG r aq1 raq1
 . w xi A, t F V ,aq1
 .  :  .  x.ii G l G , t s G for n g D a q 1 l D r ,aq1 n aq1
 . <w x <iii V , t Z rZ s 2.aq1 aq1 aq1
Then A F V .aq1
Proof. Possibly after conjugation in G we may assume that n s a .aq1
Set r x s a y 1. Assume that A g V and without loss V l V Faq1 ay1 aq1
 x.Qa:  :A. We choose the following notation: T s t , F s Q l Q , t ,a ay1
2  ..Q s O O F , G s G rQ , V s V rZ , and V s2 aq1 aq1 aq1 aq1 aq1 aq1 a
w : xa V , Q Z for a g A.aq1 aq1
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 . w xNote that t f Q by ii and that V , T s 1, i.e., T F Q byaq1 ay1 ay1
 . .  . .  .  .  . .7.4 c and 7.7 b . Now iii , 1.7 , and 7.7 b imply:
 .  .1 E T s E = ??? = E , E ( SL 2 , andaq1 1 r i 2
 . w x w x < <2 V , E s V = ??? = V , V s V , E , and V s 4.aq1 aq1 1 r i aq1 i i
2w x  .We may assume that E , t F E ; i.e., x g E and O F saq1 1 1
2 y  . < :O E y g Q l Q . Note that V is F-invariant and V F1 a ay1 a a
w 2 .x < <V , O F Z . Since QrQ l Q F 2 we also get thataq1 aq1 a
 . < <3 V rV l V F 2.a a ay1
< <  :Assume that V rV l V s 2. Then V s A and Q , taq1 aq1 ay1 ay1 a
 .normalizes V V . Since G l G s Q Q we get from ii thatay1 aq1 a aq1 a aq1
 :  . .E F Q , t . Now 7.6 b shows that W s V V . It follows thataq1 a a ay1 aq1
W is normal in G and G , a contradiction. We have shown:a a aq1
 . < <4 V rV l V G 4.aq1 ay1 aq1
w 2 .xSuppose first that V / Z . Then V , O F / 1 and thus V F Va aq1 a 1 a
2 2 y .   . < :  . since O F s O E y g Q l Q . Now 3 gives V s V V l1 a ay1 a 1 a
2 2. w x w x  .  .V and V , T s V , T F V . It follows that O F s O E anday1 a 1 1 1
 .  .FrO F ( SL 2 ; in particular,2 2
 .5 V s V .a 1
Since Q l Q is normal in Q and S s Q we conclude thata ay1 a a
Q l Q normalizes E for i s 1, . . . , r and T F Q l Q F TQ .a ay1 i a ay1 aq1
w xNow V , T s 1 givesay1
w x w xV l V , Q l Q s V l V , Q l Q l Q s 1ay1 aq1 a ay1 ay1 aq1 a ay1 aq1
since Z l Z s 1.ay1 aq1
 . On the other hand, V l V is normal in G and O E F Q lay1 aq1 a 2 a a
.Ga: w  .x  . .Q . It follows that V l V , O E s 1, and 7.5 c yieldsay1 ay1 aq1 2 a
 .6 V l V s Z .ay1 aq1 a
2 .  .  .Thus, 3 and 5 show that Z F V s V , and V s V since O Fa a 1 aq1 1
< <is normal in E ; in particular, G s F and V s 8. This contra-aq1 aq1 aq1
 .dicts 4 .
Suppose now that V s Z for every a g A and thusa aq1
 . w x7 A, Q F Z .aq1
If Q g Q , then A F V , which contradicts the assumption on A.a aq1
y .Hence Q F Q . Let Q* s F Q l Q and Q s Q rQ*.a y g F a aq1 aq1 aq1
 .Then Q l Q s Q l Q l Q F O F and so Q l Qay1 aq1 ay1 a aq1 2 ay1 aq1
w x <F Q*. It follows that Q l Q , Q l Q s 1. Hence Q rQaq1 a a ay1 aq1 aq1
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<  .  .  .l Q s 2 implies that FrC Q ( SL 2 . However, C Q nor-a F aq1 2 F aq1
 . .  .  .malizes Q l Q and thus by 7.6 c and 1 , C Q is a 2-group.aq1 a F aq1
2 2 .  .  .  .Now FrO F ( SL 2 and O F s O E . As above we get that2 2 1
w xQ l Q F TQ and V l V , Q l Q s 1 and then Va ay1 aq1 ay1 aq1 a ay1 ay1
l V s Z .aq1 a
Since Q l Q F TQ we also get thata ay1 aq1
w x w xA , Q l Q s A , Q l Q l Q F Z ,a ay1 a ay1 aq1 ay1
 . w x wand by 7 , A, Q l Q l Q Z is F-invariant. Hence A, Q la ay1 aq1 aq1 a
x  .Q s 1 since by ii , Z is not normal in F. On the other hand,ay1 a
< < <  . <Q rQ l Q s 2 and thus ArC Q F 2; in particular, A say1 a ay1 A ay1
 .  .Z C Q and C Q / Z since A / Z . However, Z F A Fa A ay1 A ay1 ay1 a a
w x  .  .  .V , E Z , and by 1 and 2 , C Q s Z . We con-ay1 ay1 a wV , E x ay1 ay1ay1 ay1
clude that
< < < <w x w xC Q rZ s C Q V , E r V , E .  .V ay1 ay1 V ay1 ay1 ay1 ay1 ay1ay1 ay1
< <w x w xs C Q V , E r V , E .A ay1 ay1 ay1 ay1 ay1
< <s C Q rZ . .A ay1 ay1
 .  .  .Thus C Q s C Q and A s Z C Q .A ay1 V ay1 a V ay1ay1 ay1
 .  :Now G l G F N A . Hence Q , F and thus E normalizesa ay1 G a aq1
U w :  .xAV . Let V s a V , O E Z for a g A. Then, as for V ,aq1 a aq1 2 aq1 aq1 a
< U U < U U UV rV l V F 2 and V s Z or Z F V . If Z F V , thena a ay1 a aq1 a a a a
U w x < <  .V s V , E and V rV l V s 2, which contradicts 4 .a aq1 aq1 aq1 aq1 ay1
w  .x  . .Thus, we have A, O E F Z and A F V since by 7.6 b ,2 aq1 aq1 aq1
 .O E g Q , a contradiction.2 aq1 a
 . <w x <9.5 Suppose that b ) 1. Let t g V _ Q such that V , t Z rZaq1 a 9 a 9 a 9 a 9
w xs 2 and V , t F V . Then eithera 9 a 9y2
 . < < 3  .a V s 2 and G rQ ( SL 2 , ora 9 a 9 a 9 2
 . < < 5  . < < 3b V s 2 , G rQ ( SL 2 X C , and V l V s 2 .a 9 a 9 a 9 2 2 a 9 a 9y2
w xProof. Let V s V rZ , R s V , t , and E s E rQ . Then ta 9 a 9 a 9 a 9 a 9 a 9 a 9
 .  . .induces a transvection on V . Hence 1.7 and 7.7 b imply:a 9
 .i E s E = ??? = E , E ( C anda 9 1 r i 3
 . w x < <ii V s V = V = ??? = V , V s V , E , and V s 4 for i G 1,a 9 0 1 r i a 9 i i
 .and V s C E .0 V a 9a 9
We may assume that R F V . Note that RZ is normal in1 a 9y1
 :Q , Q anda 9y2 a 9
 :R , Q , Q F Z .a 9y2 a 9 a 9y1
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 . .  :  . .On the other hand, by 7.6 b , E F Q , Q , and by 7.5 c ,a 9y1 a 9y2 a 9
  ..  . w xR g Z O E . Hence there exists w g O E such that w, R Z2 a 9y1 2 a 9y1 a 9
s Z . It follows that Z F V V w. Since V V w is normalized by Ea 9y1 a 9y1 1 1 1 1 a 9
w w  . wwe conclude that V s V V . If V s V , then a holds, and if V / V ,a 9 1 1 1 1 1 1
 .then b holds.
 .  . <9.6 Suppose that b ) 1 and G rQ ( SL 2 . Then V raq1 aq1 2 aq1
<V l V s 2.aq1 aq3
 .  4 w xProof. Let a y 1 g D a _ a q 1 and let R s V , V and R saq1 a 9 0
w x < <V , V . Since Z s 4 and there are only three G -conjugatesay1 a 9y2 a aq1
< < 4 <w x < 3of Z we get that V F 2 and V , E s 2 . Hence, we maya aq1 aq1 aq1
assume:
 . < < 4 w x) V s 2 , V l V s Z , and Z g V , E .aq1 ay1 aq1 a a aq1 aq1
 .Suppose first that R s 1. Then V F C V F Q F G0 ay1 G a 9y2 a 9y1 a 9a 9y2
 . . w x w xby 7.7 b ; in particular, V , R s 1. Hence V , V F RZ . Sinceay1 ay1 a 9 a 9
< < w xV rZ R s 2 and V , Z R s 1 there exists A F V such thata 9 a 9y1 ay1 a 9y1 ay1
< < w x w xV rA s 2 and V , E , A s R. If V , E F Q , then R s Zay1 a 9 a 9 a 9 a 9 aq1 aq1
 w x: w xand E F Q , V , E . Thus A, E F Z and A F V l V ,a ay1 a 9 a 9 a a ay1 aq1
 . w x  .which contradicts ) . If V , E g Q , then 9.4 with r s a q 3,a 9 a 9 aq1
w x  . xt g V , E _ Q , and a q 3 s a y 1 shows that A F V , a con-a 9 a 9 aq1 aq1
tradiction as above. We have shown that R / 1.0
 .Suppose next that b s 3. Then RZ F V l V . Now ) yieldsaq2 aq1 aq3
w x  .R F Z and Z F V , E . This contradicts ) with a 9 in place ofaq2 aq2 a 9 a 9
a q 1.
w xSuppose finally that b ) 3 and R / 1; i.e., b G 5. Then R , V s 10 0 a 9
 .and, as above, with 9.4 , R F V l V s Z . It follows that either0 ay1 aq1 a
w xZ F V , E or V F Q and R s Z . The first case contra-a ay1 ay1 a 9y2 ay1 0 ay1
 . w xdicts ) with a y 1 in place of a q 1. The second case gives Z , V s 1,a a 9
 . .which contradicts 7.7 b .
 . < <9.7 Suppose that b ) 1 and V rV l V s 2. Then b s 3,aq1 aq1 aq3
< <  .V s 8, and G rQ ( SL 2 .aq1 aq1 aq1 2
w x  .Proof. Let t g V _ Q . Then V , t F V l V s C t andaq1 a 9 a 9 a 9 a 9y2 Va 9
<w x <  . < <V , t Z rZ s 2. Hence 9.5 implies that V s 8 and G rQ (a 9 a 9 a 9 a 9 a 9 a 9
 .  .SL 2 since C t is Q -invariant and G s Q E Q . It remains2 V a 9y1 a 9 a 9y1 a 9 a 9a 9
to prove that b s 3.
w x < <Assume that b ) 3. Let R s V , Z . Then R s 2 and R F Za 9 a a 9y1
<  . < < <since Z rC V s 2 and V s 8. With the same argument R F Z .a Z a 9 a 9 aq2a
 .  .Hence, there exist r g D a q 2 and r9 g D a 9 y 1 such that R s
Z s Z .r r 9
Assume that b s 7. Then R F V l V s Z and thus R saq3 aq5 aq4
Z s Z , which contradicts Z s Z = Z .aq3 aq5 aq4 aq3 aq5
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  .:Assume that b ) 7. Let U s W N t g D a . Then U is abelian andt
  ..U F Q . Let C s O C R . Then C F Q F G . Hence Wr 2 G r 9 a 9y1 a 9y1
 .  .is C-invariant. Note that E is subnormal in C R and thus O E F C.r G 2 r
 4  . .If r f a q 1, a q 3 , then by 7.6 b there exists x g C such that
 . x w xw xa q 1 s a q 3. Hence V , W V , W s 1 which contra-aq1 a 9y1 aq3 a 9y1
w x  4dicts V , V / 1. Thus, we have r g a q 1, a q 3 . On the otheraq1 a 9
 .  .hand, E is subnormal in C R , W F Q for t g D a , and E isr H t r r
 .2-transitive on D r . Hence, there exists k g G such that W F CW ,t k
 .  .d k , a 9 F b y 3, and d k , a 9 y 1 F b y 4. We conclude that U F G .a 9y1
w x w xAssume that U F G . Then U, V F RZ and either W , V s R ora 9 a 9 a 9 a a 9
w x w xU, V s W , V . Suppose that V F Q . Then R s Z F Z anda 9 a a 9 a 9 aq1 aq1 a
 .the first case shows that V is normal in G for t g D a , while the secondt a
 .case shows that W is normal in G for t g D a , a contradiction in botht a
cases. Suppose that V g Q . Then either W is normal in G or U isa 9 aq1 a aq1
normal in G , a similar contradiction.aq1
w xAssume that U g G . Then Z g W l G , V since U is abeliana 9 a 9 aq1 a 9 a 9
w xand Z s Z = Z . It follows that W l G , V s R.a 9y1 a 9 a 9y2 a a 9 a 9
w xSuppose that W F G . Then W , V s R F V F W and V Fa a 9 a a 9 aq1 a a 9
Q since W is not normal in G . It follows that R s Z andaq1 a aq1 aq1
w x  .W , V s Z . Hence V is normal in G for t g D a , a contradiction.a a 9 aq1 t a
w xSuppose that W g G . Then W , Z s Z s R. On the othera a 9 a a 9y1 a 9y2
w xhand, Z F Q and so W , Z F Z l Q s Z . It follows thata 9y1 a a a 9y1 a a 9 aq1
w x w xR s Z s Z . In particular, V F Q and U, V s W , V sinceaq1 a 9y2 a 9 aq1 a 9 a a 9
 .Z g U, but now W is normal in G for t g D a , a contradiction.a 9 t a
It remains to discuss the case b s 5. Then R F Z l Z s Z ;aq2 aq4 aq3
i.e., r s r9 s a q 3. Now the proof can be finished by a nice argument of
w xGoldschmidt 2 which we will repeat here.
<  . <Note that D d s 3 for every d g G. Hence, a subgroup of G l G ,d t
 .  .  4t g D d , is transitive on D d _ t whenever it is not in Q . Thus,d
 .  4G l G is transitive on D a q 2 _ a q 1 and Q is transitiveaq1 aq2 aq2
 .  4  .on D a q 3 _ a q 2 since Q Q g Syl G . Moreover, Q laq2 aq3 3 aq3 aq2
 . .Q / Q l Q by 7.6 c , and so Q l Q is transitive onaq3 aq3 aq4 aq2 aq3
 .  4D a q 4 _ a q 3 . We conclude that G is transitive on paths ofaq1
length 4 with initial vertex a q 1, and so G is transitive on paths of length
 .G4 with initial vertex in a q 1 .
 .We now investigate a path a q 1, . . . , a q 5, . . . , a q 7 of length 6.
w xThen V g Q and V , V s Z . Hence, there exists y gaq7 aq3 aq3 aq7 aq5
w w xV _ Q and w g V _ Q such that for z s y, y and z9 saq7 aq3 aq1 aq5
w y xw, w ,
w yz g V , V s Z and z9 g V , V s Z .aq7 aq7 aq5 aq1 aq1 aq3
 : < w: <On the other hand, y, w is a dihedral group of order 2 y, y F 16. It
 .4  .4follows that yw z s wy s z9 and z s z9 g Z l Z s 1. Sinceaq3 aq5
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w y x w y xV s Z Z and V , Z s Z , V s 1 we have shown thataq1 a aq2 aq1 aq2 aq2 aq1
w y x   . y.V , V s 1. However, the path a q 1, . . . , a q 3, . . . , a q 1 isaq1 aq1
 . w xa G-conjugate of a q 1, . . . , a q 5 and thus also V , V s 1, aaq1 aq5
contradiction.
 .9.8 Suppose that Z F V . Then b F 3.a 9 aq1
 . .  .Proof. Assume that b ) 3; i.e., b G 5 by 7.5 a . Let l g D a q 1 .
w xThen W is abelian and W F G ; in particular, W , V s 1 and thusl l a 9y2 l aq1
w xW , Z s 1. Since Z s Z = Z we conclude that W Fl a 9 a 9y1 a 9y2 a 9 l
 .  . . w xC Z . Now 7.7 a gives W , E F Q . Since E is transi-G a 9y1 l a 9y1 a 9y1 a 9y1
 .tive on D a 9 y 1 we get that W F G .l a 9
 .  . .  .According to 7.8 and 7.6 d there exists m g D a 9 such that
< <W rW l G s 2, Z g G and Z , Z / 1.a a m a m a m
w x w xAssume first that Z F G . Then Z , Z s Z and W , Z Fm a a m aq1 a m
 .  4Z Z . Let a y 1 g D a _ a q 1 . Then there exists a subgroup A ofaq1 a 9
w x  :index 2 in V such that A, Z s Z . Since E F Q , Z we getay1 m aq1 a ay1 m
 .that A F V , which contradicts 9.7 .aq1
Assume now that Z g G ; in particular, Z g Q . Note thatm a m aq1
W , Z F Z , Z Z F V F W .a m a m a 9 aq1 a
 :Hence, W is normal in G l G , Z . Since W is not normal in Ga a aq1 m a aq1
 :we conclude that G l G , Z / G . On the other hand, Z g Ga aq1 m aq1 m a
 .and so by 3.3 ,
 .  .) E rO E is not elementary abelian.aq1 2 aq1
 .Assume that Z g V . According to 1.2 there exists A F V andaq1 a 9 a 9
< < w xU F V such that V rA s 2, U g Q , and U, A F Z .aq1 a 9 a 9 aq1
w xSince Z g V we get that A, U s 1, and U induces transvections onaq1 a 9
 .  . .  .V rZ . Now 1.7 and 7.7 b contradict ) with a 9 in place of a q 1.a 9 a 9
Assume that Z F V . Then our hypothesis is symmetric in a q 1aq1 a 9
 .and a 9. Thus, with the above argument, W F G for t g D a 9 . Againt aq1
 .  x:by 7.8 there exists x g G such that for E s Z , Z and l saq1 m m
 . xa q 2 ,
 : < <Z , G l G s G and W rW l G s 2.m l aq1 aq1 m m l
 . x w xLet r s a q 3 . Note that Z , Z / 1 since Z is not normal in G .m l l aq1
 :  .  4Suppose that Z F G . Then E F Z , Q for k g D m _ a 9 . Onl m m l k
w x w xw xthe other hand, W , Z s Z , Z W l G , Z F Z Z and, as abovem l m l m l l aq1 a 9
< <  .for m and a , V rV l V s 2, which contradicts 9.7 .k k a 9
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 .Suppose that Z g G . Then Z g Q and, as above for a , by 7.8 andl m l a 9
 . .  .7.6 d there exists m9 g D a 9 such that
< <W rW l G s 2, Z g G , and Z , Z / 1.l l m9 l m9 l m9
w xNote that W , Z F V F W . If Z F G , then, as above for a and m,l m9 aq1 l m9 l
< <  .  .V rV l V s 2 for r g D l , which contradicts 9.7 . If Z g G ,r r aq1 m9 l
 :  :then W is normal in G l G , Z s G l G , Z s G , al l aq1 m9 l aq1 m aq1
contradiction.
 .9.9 Suppose that Z F V . Then b F 3.aq1 a 9
 .Proof. Assume that b ) 3. Then 9.8 with a q 1 and a 9 interchanged
w xyields V F Q . In particular, V F G and Z , V s Z , and Za 9 aq1 a 9 a a a 9 aq1 a
 .induces transvections on V rZ . Hence, according to 1.7 , there existsa 9 a 9
V F V such that1 a 9
 . w x w  .x1 V , Z s Z and V , C Z F Z Z .1 a aq1 1 G a aq1 a 9a 9
 .  4Let a y 1 g D a _ a q 1 and A be maximal in V such thatay1
w x  :A, V F Z . Then A s V l V since Q , V contains E .1 aq1 ay1 aq1 ay1 1 a
 .From 9.7 we get that
 . < <2 V rA G 4.ay1
 .Hence, 1 implies that V g G .ay1 a 9
< <Suppose that V F G . Then V rV l G s 2 anday1 a 9y1 ay1 ay1 a 9
w xV , Z / 1 since Z s Z = Z . We conclude that Z g Way1 a 9 a 9y1 a 9y2 a 9 a 9 a
 . w xsince W is abelian and 1 yields V l G , V s Z . This contra-a ay1 a 9 1 aq1
 .dicts 2 .
 .We have shown that V g Q . Hence 9.8 implies that Z gay1 a 9y2 a 9y2
w x w xV . Since Z , V s Z , V / 1 and b G 5 we also have Z gay1 a 1 ay1 1 ay1
 .  . .V and thus V g Q . By 7.8 and 7.6 d there exists r ga 9y2 a 9y2 ay1
 . < < w xD a 9 y 2 such that V rV l G s 2, and V l G , Z s 1 sinceay1 ay1 r ay1 r r
Z g V . Hence, Z induces transvections on V rZ . Moreover,a 9y2 ay1 r ay1 ay1
w x w x  .V , Z , V s 1 since b ) 3 and thus V , Z F V . From 9.5 weay1 r 1 ay1 r aq1
conclude that
 .  . < < 5 < < 33 G rQ ( SL 2 X C , V s 2 , and A s 2 .ay1 ay1 2 2 ay1
Conjugation to G gives Z F V l V . Hence, there exists y ga 9 aq1 a 9 a 9y2
 . y  .  .C Z such that a 9 s a 9 y 2. Let X s N Z Z . By 3 ap-G aq1 G aq1 a 9a 9y1 a 9
 .  .plied to a 9 we get that XrQ ( SL 2 = C and X l G g Syl X .a 9 2 2 a 9y1 2
Hence X y has the same properties with a 9 replaced by a 9 y 2. It follows
< <that V rV l G s 2. On the other hand, V l G F Qay1 ay1 a 9y1 ay1 a 9y1 a 9y1
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w x w xsince Z g V , and V l Q , V F Z since Z , V / 1.a 9y2 ay1 ay1 a 9y1 1 aq1 a 9 ay1
< <  .However, now V rA s 2, which contradicts 2 .ay1
 .9.10 b F 3.
 .  .Proof. Assume that b ) 3. By 9.8 and 9.9 , Z g V and Z ga 9 aq1 aq1
 .  . .V ; in particular, V g Q . According to 7.8 and 7.6 d there existsa 9 a 9 aq1
 . < <  :m g D a 9 such that V rV l G s 2, G l G , V s G , andaq1 aq1 m a 9 m aq1 a 9
w x w xZ , V / 1. Since Z g V we get that V l G , Z s 1, andm aq1 a 9 aq1 aq1 m m
since Z g V we get that Z g Q .aq1 a 9 m aq1
  .  : 4Let L s l g D a q 1 N G l G , Z s G . Pick l g L. Thenl aq1 m aq1
w xZ , Z / 1 since Z is not normal in G . Hence Z g G andm l l aq1 l m
 .  .1 l, a 9 is a critical pair for every l g L.
 .  . .Again by 7.8 and 7.6 d there exists x g G such that for l saq1
 . x  x:a q 2 and E s Z , Z ,m m
 . w 2 . xi x g E and O E , V l G F Q ,a 9 l aq1
 . w xii l g L and Z , Z / 1,l m
 . < <iii V rV l G s 2.a 9 a 9 l
w xSince Z g V we get that Z , V l G s 1, and since Z g Vaq1 a 9 l a 9 l a 9 aq1
we get that Z g Q . Hence, we may assume that l s a . We have shown:l a 9
 .2 Z induces transvections on V rZ .a a 9 a 9
 .  .  . .Let V s V rZ and E s E Q rQ . Then 1 , 1.7 , and 7.7 ba 9 a 9 a 9 a 9 a 9 a 9 a 9
show:
 .3 E s E = ??? = E , E ( C , anda 9 1 r i 3
 . w x < <4 V s V = V = ??? = V , V s V , E , and V s 4 for i G 1, anda 9 0 1 r i a 9 i i
 .V s C E .0 V a 9a 9
w xLet R s Z , V . Then we may assume that R F V and Z F V Z .a a 9 1 m 1 a 9y1
 . x  .Let a y 1 s a q 3 , x as in i .
w x  . .Assume first that V , Z s 1. Then by 7.7 b , V F G anday1 a 9y1 ay1 a 9
w xV , Z s V , V F RZ .ay1 m ay1 1 a 9
< <Hence, there exists a subgroup A F V such that V rA s 2 anday1 ay1
w x  .  .A, Z F R. Now 9.4 with r s a q 3 and t g Z _ Q implies thatm m aq1
 .A F V , which contradicts 9.7 .aq1
w xWe have shown that V , Z / 1. Hence, either Z F Q oray1 a 9y1 a 9y1 ay1
 .a 9 y 1, a y 1 is a critical pair. The first case gives Z F Vay1 a 9y2
w xand Z , V s 1 since b G 5. However, Z s Z = Z . Henceay1 a 9 a ay1 aq1
w x  .Z , Z s 1, which contradicts ii . We have shown:a m
 .  .5 a 9 y 1, a y 1 is a critical pair.
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w x  .Set R s V , Z . By 9.4 , R F V l V . Hence, possibly0 ay1 a 9y1 0 aq1 ay1
 .  .after substituting a , a 9 by a 9 y 1, a y 1 , we may assume that R F
 .  .  .V l V . Now 9.5 , 9.6 , and 9.7 givea 9 a 9y2
 .  . < < 5 < < 36 G rQ ( SL 2 X C , V s 2 , and V l V s 2 .a 9 a 9 2 2 a 9 a 9 a 9y2
 . yMoreover, there exists y g C R such that a 9 s a 9 y 2. Let X sGa 9y1
 .  .  .N RZ . Then, as in the proof of 9.9 , we get from 4 that XrQ (G a 9 a 9a 9
 .  . ySL 2 = C and X l G g Syl X . Hence X has the same proper-2 2 a 9y1 2
ties with a 9 replaced by a 9 y 2. Since b ) 3 and W F G we getaq1 a 9y2
that W F X y andaq1
 . < <7 W rW l G s 2.aq1 aq1 a 9y1
 . <Assume that b ) 5. Then W is abelian. Note that by 7 , V raq1 ay1
<  .  .V l G F 2 and that by 5 and 9.8 , Z g R ; i.e., V lay1 a 9y1 a 9y2 0 ay1
G F Q F G . Hencea 9y1 a 9y1 a 9
w xV l G , Z s V l G , V F RZ .ay1 a 9y1 m ay1 a 9y1 1 a 9
w xSuppose that Z F V l G , Z . Then Z F W anda 9 ay1 a 9y1 m a 9 aq1
w x  .  .Z , V s 1 since W is abelian. Thus, by 6 , V F C Za 9 ay1 aq1 ay1 G a 9y1a 9y2
F G and V F G . In particular, there exists a subgroup A F Va 9y1 ay1 a 9 ay1
such that
< <) A , Z s R and V rA s 2. . m ay1
w xSuppose that Z g V l G , Z . Then, for A s V l G ,a 9 ay1 a 9y1 m ay1 a 9y1
 .  .property ) is satisfied. Hence, a subgroup A with ) exists in both
 .  .cases. Now 9.4 gives A F V which contradicts 9.7 . We have shown:aq1
 .8 b s 5.
 .According to 6 there exists l g L such
 4)) V l V l V s Z for every r g D l _ a q 1 . .  .r aq1 aq3 aq1
 .  4 w xWe fix l with this property and pick r g D l _ a q 1 . Then V , Vr aq3
 . w xF V l V l V s Z , and 6 gives V , V s 1. Hence W Fr aq1 aq3 aq1 r aq3 l
G , and since Z F V Z we geta 9 m 1 a 9y1
 . w x9 W , Z F RZ .l m a 9
 .  . < <Let Q s O E and Q s C V l V . Then Q rQ s 42 aq1 0 Q aq1 aq3 aq1 0aq2w x  . . w xand Q s Q , E Q . Now 7.6 b gives Q, Q g Q ; in par-aq2 aq2 aq2 0 aq2 0
w x w xticular, Q l Q , V l V / 1. From W , V l V s 1 andaq2 aq1 aq3 aq1 aq1 aq3
 .6 we conclude
 .  .10 Q l Q Q s G l G .aq2 aq3 aq2 aq3
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Let C be the largest normal subgroup of G in W such thataq1 aq1
w x  .  .C, E F V . Then C l V V s C l V V by the actionaq1 aq1 ay1 aq1 aq3 aq1
w . x  .of E . Hence C l V V , Z s R and 9.4 yieldsaq1 ay1 aq1 m
 .11 C l V F V .ay1 aq1
w x  . wSet W s W , Q C. Assume that W F C. Then by 11 , V , Q laq1 aq3
x  .  .Q F V l V , but this contradicts 6 and 10 . Thus, we haveaq2 aq1 aq3
 .12 W l V g V .aq3 aq1
 . w xAssume that Z F W. Then by 9 , W , Z F W and W s W Wa 9 l m aq1 l
 . w xsince l g L. Hence also W s W W, and 8 shows that W , Z s Raq1 aq2 l m
w x w xF V since Z F V Z and Z , W s 1. This gives W , Q Faq1 m 1 aq4 aq4 aq2 aq1
 .  .V , which contradicts 10 and 11 .aq1
 .Assume finally that Z g W. Then W l W C is normal in G anda 9 l aq1
 .W F V , which contradicts 12 .aq1
10.
In this section we finish the discussion started in Section 9. More
w xprecisely, in this section we assume Hypothesis 2, Z , Z s 1, anda a 9
b s 3.
 .  . < <Recall from 9.3 that G rQ ( SL 2 , Z s 4, and Z saq2 aq2 2 aq2 aq2
  ..  .Z = Z s V Z Q . Since G is 2-transitive on D a q 2 theaq1 a 9 1 aq2 aq2
 .  .path a q 1, a q 2, a 9 is a G -conjugate of a 9, a q 2, a q 1 . Hence,aq2
we have symmetry in a q 1 and a 9; i.e., V g Q and V g Q .aq1 a 9 a 9 aq1
 . .  .Note further that by 7.7 b , C V F Q . We use the followingG a 9 a 9a 9
notation:
V s V rZ and G s G rQ .a 9 a 9 a 9 a 9 a 9 a 9
 .  .Gaq2:  .10.1 Let W s V l Q and W s F Q laq1 a 9 0 r g Daq2. r
W . Thenaq2
X < < < < 3W s V l V , W rW s 2, and W rW s 2 ,aq2 aq1 a 9 0 aq2
and one of the following holds:
 . 6 < < 7  .a 2 F S F 2 and G rQ ( G rQ ( SL 2 , andaq1 aq1 aq2 aq2 2
 .  .a Z s W and O E ( C = C ,1 aq2 2 aq2 4 4
 . < < 3  . 5a V s 2 and O E is extra special of order 2 , and2 aq1 2 aq1
 .  .a there exists an in¨olution a g Q _ Z such that C a is not3 aq2 aq2 G
sol¨ able.
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 . 11 < < 12  .b 2 F S F 2 , G rQ ( SL 2 , and G rQ (aq2 aq2 2 aq1 aq1
 .  .Fb 20 , Fb 20 being the Frobenius group of order 20, and
 . < < <  . < 4  .b V rZ s O E rV s 2 and O E 9 s V ,1 aq1 aq1 2 aq1 aq1 2 aq1 aq1
and
 . < < < < < < <  .b Z s WrV l V s W rW s O E W r2 aq2 aq1 a 9 aq2 0 2 aq2 aq2
< < <W s 4 and V l V rZ s 2.aq2 aq1 a 9 aq2
 .  4Proof. Since Q is transitive on D a q 2 _ a q 1 we get thataq1
 .  4V l Q s V l Q for r g D a q 2 _ a q 1 . It follows thataq1 a 9 aq1 r
 .1 W F F Q .r g Daq2. r
w xSince V l Q , V l Q F Z l Z s 1 we conclude thataq1 a 9 a 9 aq1 aq1 a 9
 .  .2 F W s 1.
 .  . .Assume that O E F V . Then by 7.6 b , V g Q and2 aq1 aq1 aq1 aq2
b s 2, a contradiction. Thus, we have:
 .  .3 There exists a noncentral chief factor of E in O E rV .aq1 2 aq1 aq1
 .V operates quadratically on V rZ . Hence, by 1.2 there existsa 9 aq1 aq1
< < w xt g V _ Q and A F V such that V rA s 2 and A, t F Z . Weaq1 a 9 a 9 a 9 aq1
get that
 . <w x < <w x < w x4 V , t s 2 or V , t s 4 and Z F V , t .a 9 a 9 aq1 a 9
<w x <Suppose that there exists a g V _ Q such that V , a s 2. Sinceaq1 a 9 a 9
w x  .V , a F V l V we get from 9.5 that eithera 9 aq1 a 9
 .  . < < 5 < < 35 G rQ ( SL 2 X C , V s 2 , and V l V s 2 , ora 9 a 9 2 2 a 9 aq1 a 9
 .  . < < 36 G rQ ( SL 2 and V s 2 .a 9 a 9 2 a 9
 .  :Assume that 5 holds. Then a is not normal in Q and soaq2
< < wV s 4 and V l Q s V l V . It follows that Q laq1 aq1 a 9 aq1 a 9 a 9
x < <  .Q , V F V . Since Q rQ l Q s 2 this contradicts 3 andaq2 aq1 a 9 a 9 a 9 aq2
< <V s 4.aq1
 .  . < <Assume that 6 holds. We will show a . Since V s 8 we get thataq1
X < <Z s W s V l V and W s Z . Moreover, if W rZ saq2 aq1 a 9 aq2 aq2 aq2 aq2
4, then W is abelian which contradicts b s 3. Thus, we haveaq2
< < 3W rZ s 2 .aq2 aq2
<w  . x x <  . <It follows that O E , W V rV s 2 and thus O E rV s 4.2 a 9 aq2 a 9 a 9 2 a 9 a 9
 . w  .   ..xNow O E rZ is abelian and so O E , F O E s 1. Hence2 a 9 a 9 2 a 9 2 a 9
 .O E ( Q Y Q .2 a 9 8 8
w  .x  . .  .Note that Q , O E F W and thus by 7.6 b , O E saq2 2 a 9 aq2 2 aq2
w x  .  .  .W , E . Now the structure of O E gives a . Let C s C D ,aq2 aq2 2 a 9 1 Qaq2
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 .  .   ..where D g Syl G . Note that Z G s 1 and thus C O E s3 aq2 aq2 C 2 aq2
 . w  .x  .1. By a , C, O E s Z and C c s Z for 1 / c g C.1 2 aq2 aq2 O E . aq22 aq2
< < < < 7This gives C F 4 and S F 2 .
 .  .  .It remains to prove a . We will apply a and a without reference.3 1 2
 .Let T s G l G and W * s C W . Then either W * s W oraq2 a 9 Q 0 0aq2
< < 7 < < 4 w x  .S s 2 and W * s 2 . Since W *, E s Z and Z G s 1 weaq2 aq2 aq2
get in both cases that W * is an elementary abelian normal subgroup of
G .aq2
 .  .  .Let N s C Z and N s O N . Then N Z s G N andH aq2 0 2 H aq2 aq2
 .  .Q g Syl N . Clearly C N rZ F N since N is of characteristicaq2 2 N 0 aq2 0
2 type. Moreover, N F Q and Q rZ is abelian. Hence N s0 aq2 aq2 aq2 0
 .Q and N F N Q .aq2 H aq2
< < 3  .Assume that W s W *. Then Q rZ s 2 and N Q rQ0 aq2 aq2 H aq2 aq2
 .  .is a solvable subgroup of L 2 containing S . This gives N Q s3 3 H aq2
G .aq2
Assume that W / W *. Note that V is a maximal elementary abelian0 a 9
subgroup of Q . Hence, W * is the only elementary abelian subgroup ofaq2
4  .order 2 in Q , and W * is normal in N Q . Let c be an element ofaq2 H aq2
 .  .odd order in C Q rW * . Then Q s W *C c and Z sH aq2 aq2 Q aq2aq2
  .. w  :  .xF C c . The 3-subgroup lemma gives W *, c , C c s 1 and thusQ Qaq2 aq2w  :x w xW *, c F Z . Since c has odd order this yields W *, c s 1 andaq2
w x  .Q , c s 1. We conclude that C Q rW * is a 2-group and G saq2 H aq2 aq2
 .N Q . This impliesH aq2
 .  .7 N Z s G .H aq2 aq2
w x wAssume that W * / W . Suppose that W *, T F Z . Then W *,0 aq2
 .x w  .xO E F Z F V and thus W * F Q . This gives W *, O E F2 a 9 aq2 a 9 a 9 2 a 9
<   .  .. <Z and W *rC O E l O E F 2. However, the action of Da 9 W * 2 a 9 2 aq2
 .on W * and O E implies2 aq2
C O E l O E s C O E s Z . .  .  . .  .W * 2 a 9 2 aq2 W * 2 aq2 aq2
< <This contradicts W *rZ s 4. We have shown:aq2
 .  .8 Either W * s W or TrO E ( D .0 2 aq2 8
 .  .  U :  .Let M s N W * and set U s O M T and W s Z . By 1.2 ,H 2, 2 9 1 a 9
 < < < :W s C A Q rA s 2 .1 W aq21
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since Q is quadratic on W . Let A be any subgroup of index 2 in Qaq2 1 aq2
 .  . <w x <and a g C A . Then G s Q C a and a, Q F 2. ThisW aq2 aq2 G aq21 aq2
gives a g Z , a contradiction.aq2
 .We have shown that W s Z , and 7 implies1 aq2
 .  .9 N W * s G .H aq2
a  .Let a g W * _ Z and ¨ g Z . Note that C ¨ is of characteristicaq2 aq2 H
 .  .  .2 type. Set C s C a , C s O C , and C s O C . Thena H 0 2 9 a 1 2 a
 a :C s C ¨ N ¨ g Z .0 C aq20
 .  :   ..and the P = Q lemma applied to C ¨ = a and O C ¨ givesC 2 H0
C s 1.0
 .  .  .To prove a we may assume that C C F C . According to 9 and3 C 1 1a
 .the structure of G we have N W * F W * and thus C s W *. Thisaq2 C 11
 .yields, together with 9 ,
 .  .10 C a F G for every a g W * _ Z .H aq2 aq2
 :Next pick u g C such that u is conjugate to Z . If u g W *, thena a 9
 .10 implies that u g Z .aq2
Assume that u is not in W *. Then u f Q since C l Q s W *,aq2 a aq2
 .and by 8 , a g W . We may assume that u g G . If u f Q , then0 a 9 a 9
w xV , u Z s Z and u g Q , a contradiction. Thus u g Q anda 9 a 9 aq2 aq2 a 9
 .  .  .therefore u g O E since C a F O E . Now u is conjugate in G2 a 9 Q 2 a 9 a 9a 9
to an involution in aV . On the other hand, every involution in aV is ina 9 a 9
 .aZ s aC a . Hence, there exists a conjugate of u in W * _ Z ,aq2 V aq2a 9
which is impossible as we have seen above. We have shown:
 .  .11 Every conjugate of Z in C a is contained in Z .a 9 H aq2
 .Let a q 1, . . . , a 9, . . . , a q 9 be a path of length 8 and let u g
 :.aZ a, Z . Then u g C F G . Assume that u is conjugate in H toaq9 a aq2
 .  :an element of Z . Then by 11 , u g Z and thus u s Z for somea 9 aq2 r
 .r g D a q 2 . On the other hand, Z F G and Z g Q for d sd aq5 d aq5
w xa q 2, a q 9. This implies that Z , Z / 1, a contradiction.r aq9
Assume that u is not conjugate to an element of Z . Then, as in stepa 9
 .11 , conjugation in G shows that u is conjugate to an element ofa 9
 .  . GW * _ Z . Hence, by 10 , C u F G for some m g a , but then byaq2 H m
 .  :11 , Z F Z , and a, Z is abelian since u f Z . It follows, againaq9 m aq9 m
 .by 11 , that Z F Z . Now Z fixes a q 4 and a q 6 and soaq9 aq2 aq9
 .Z F Q , a contradiction. This last contradiction shows that aaq9 aq5 3
holds. We may assume now:
 .12 No involution in V _ Q induces a transvection on V .aq1 a 9 a 9
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 . <w x <In particular, by 4 there exists t g V _ Q such that V , t s 4aq1 a 9 a 9
w x  .and Z F V , t . According to 3.6 there exists a subgroup E in Eaq1 a 9 a 9
 .such that for A s C E :0 Vaq1
2 .  :  .i E t is dihedral and E s O E ,
 .  :ii V s t A , andaq1 0
 .  :iii E, G l G s G .aq2 a 9 a 9
w x  . w xSet V s V , E and V s C E . Note that V , A F Z since V1 a 9 0 V 1 0 a 9 aq1a 9
is quadratic on V . Let y g Q and t9 s t y.a 9 aq2
w x w xAssume that t9 g A . Then V , t9 F V , t9 Z . It follows that Z F0 a 9 0 a 9 aq1
w x  .V and Z , E s 1. Now iii shows that Z is normal in G , a0 aq2 aq2 a 9
contradiction.
 .  . w xWe have shown that t9 f A ; i.e., C t s C t9 and V , t Z s0 V V 1 a 91 1
w x w x w x w xV , t9 Z . Hence, either V , t s Z or V , t s V , t Z and1 a 9 1 aq1 a 9 1 aq1
w x w x < <  .V , t s V , t9 . In the first case V s 4, and by 1.4 , E is elementarya 9 a 9 1 a 9
abelian. Since Z F V we conclude that V s V , a contradiction toaq2 1 1 a 9
 .  :12 . Hence, we are in the second case and t s t9. It follows that t is
 .normal in Q . Together with 3.4 we getaq2
 . w x w x13 E s E , t and V , t Z is normal in G .a 9 a 9 a 9 aq2 aq2
3 . < <  .We now apply 1.3 . If E ( C , then V F 2 , which contradicts 12 .a 9 3 a 9
3  :  .Assume that E is extra special of order 3 . Let e s Z E anda 9 a 9
w x w x  .R s V , t . Note that e, t s 1. Hence by 13 , RZ is normal ina 9 aq2
 :G , e , and it is easy to see thataq2
N RZ rC RZ ( L 2 , .  .  .G aq2 G aq2 3
 .which contradicts Hypothesis 2. From 1.3 we conclude:
5 . < < < < <  . <14 E ( C = C or C , V s 2 , and V l V s C V sa 9 3 3 5 a 9 aq1 a 9 V a 9aq1
23.
 .  .By 3 there exists a noncentral chief factor of G in O E rV , anda 9 2 a 9 a 9
 .  .by 13 and 14 , t does not induce a transvection on that chief factor.
w  . xHence O E l Q , V g V and thus2 a 9 aq2 aq1 a 9
 . <  . <  .15 V rV l O E s 2; in particular, W F O E .aq1 aq1 2 a 9 2 a 9
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 .   ..  . w  . xSet Y s C V V Z W . By 14 , C V , V F V and thusW a 9 1 aq2 Q a 9 aq1 a 9a 9w x  .Y, E F V . Let D g Syl E . Thena 9 a 9 3 a 9
YV s Y V for Y s C D . .a 9 0 a 9 0 Y Va 9
 . . <  .  . <On the other hand, by 7.6 b , O E rO E l Q s 2 and2 a 9 2 a 9 aq2
Y , O E l Q F Z W l V F V l V . .  .2 a 9 aq2 aq2 a 9 aq1 a 9
<w :  .x < 3  . w  .xThus y , O E Z rZ F 2 for y g Y, and 14 gives Y, O E2 a9 a 9 a 9 2 a 9
 .F Z ; in particular, Y is normal in E . Now 12 shows that Y Fa 9 0 a 9 0
  ..V Z W F Y. It follows that1 aq2
Y s Y V l V and Y s V Z W . .  . .0 aq1 a 9 1 aq2
w  .x  . . w xAgain from Y, O E F Z and from 7.6 b we get that Y, E s2 a 9 a 9 aq2
 .Z . Assume that there exists y g Y _ Z . Then C y is transitive onaq2 0 a 9 Gd
 .  .D d for d s a q 2, a 9, and 7.2 yields a contradiction. We have shown
that Y s Z and thus0 a 9
 .  .   ..16 C V s V Z W s V l V .W a 9 1 aq2 aq1 a 9
w  .x  . w  .x  .Note that W, O E F C V since V , O E F Z . Hence 162 a 9 W a 9 a 9 2 a 9 a 9
gives
 . < < w x17 WrV l V s 4 and W, G l G F V .aq1 a 9 aq2 a 9 a 9
 Ea 9:Let U s W . Then UrV is elementary abelian. Note thata 9
<w  . x <  .  .  .O E , t V rV F 4. Hence 3 and 14 show that U s O E and2 a 9 a 9 a 9 2 a 9
 . <  . < 418 O E rV s 2 .2 a 9 a 9
w  .xAssume now that E ( C = C . Let D s D = D g Syl E , sucha 9 3 3 1 2 3 a 9
 .that D ( C and W [ C D / Z . Then V s W W , W l W s Z ,i 3 i V i a 9 a 9 1 2 1 2 a 9a 9w xand W , D Z s W .i j a 9 i
w  . x  .Suppose that O E , D s O E . Then the 3-subgroup lemma gives2 a 9 i 2 a 9
w  . x w  . x  .O E , W s 1 and thus O E , V s 1, which contradicts 16 .2 a 9 i 2 a 9 a 9
 .  . w xHence O E s Q Q , where Q s C D . Note that Q , D Z2 a 9 1 2 i O E . i i j a 92 a 9 w xs Q . Hence, another application of the 3-subgroup lemma yields Q , Qi 1 2
< < XF W l W s Z . Since Q rW s 4 we conclude that Q F Z and thus1 2 a 9 i i i a 9
 .  . .  . w  .xO E 9 F Z . However, by 7.6 b , O E g Q and so W, O E2 a 9 a 9 2 a 9 aq2 2 a 9
 .  .g Z . This contradicts 15 . Together with 14 we have shown thataq2
E ( C .a 9 5
<  .  . < w  . xNote that O E rO E l Q s 2 and O E l Q , V2 a 9 2 a 9 aq2 2 a 9 aq2 aq1
 . < <  .F V l Q F W. By 17 , WrW l V s 2 and so O E l Q gaq1 a 9 a 9 2 a 9 aq2
V Q . This implies:a 9 aq1
 .  .19 G rQ ( Fb 20 .aq1 aq1
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 .Since V does not induce transvections on O E rV we also haveaq1 2 a 9 a 9
3 Ä Ä 2< < w  .xW rW s 2 . Let W F W F W such that W, O E F W andaq2 aq2 aq2
Ä Ä Ä< < <w  .x <WrW s 2. Then W, O E V rV F 2 and thus W F Q . Hence2 a 9 a 9 a 9 a 9
ÄW s W .0
 . <  . <To prove b it remains to show Q rO E F 2 since thena 9 2 a 9
< < 3 <  . <  .  .Q rW F 2 and O E W rW s 4. We apply b and baq2 aq2 2 aq2 aq2 aq2 1 2
without reference.
  ..  .Let C s C O E . Note that C F C W F Q . Since V g CQ 2 a 9 G aq2 a 9a 9 aq2
w x  .we get that C l V s Z and C, V F C l V s Z . Hence 12a 9 a 9 aq1 aq1 a 9
 . w  .ximplies C F C V and C, O E F V . On the other hand,Q aq1 2 aq1 aq1aq1
w  . x <w  .x <C, O E l Q F C l V s Z and so c, O E F 4 for2 aq1 aq2 aq1 a 9 2 aq1
w  .x w  . xc g C. Thus C, O E F Z and C, O E l Q s 1. Now2 aq1 aq1 2 aq1 aq2
w  .x  . .CZ is normal in G and CZ , O E s 1. From 7.5 c weaq2 aq2 aq2 2 aq2
get that
 .20 C s Z .a 9
 .  .  .Let C s C V . Then Q s C O E and C l O E s V .1 Q a 9 a 9 1 2 a 9 1 2 a 9 a 9a 9
< < w xHence it suffices to prove that C rV F 2. Since V l V , C s 1 it1 a 9 a 9 aq1 1
 .follows that C F V Q . Let a y 1, a , a q 1, . . . , a 9 be a path of1 a 9 aq1
length 4 such that
Z g Q and Z g Q ,a 9 ay1 ay1 a 9
and let C s C l Q .2 1 ay1
w x w xNote that C , V F V and thus E , C F V . It follows that2 ay1 aq1 aq1 2 aq1
 . w xC F C V and C , V l Q s 1. This implies that2 Q aq 1 2 aq 1 a 9aq 1
w  .xC , O E F Z .2 2 a 9 a 9
  ..  .Assume that C g V . Then C O E g Z by ii since2 a 9 C V 2 a 9 a 92 a 9
< <  .C V rC V l Q s 4, a contradiction to 12 .2 a 9 2 a 9 ay1
 . w  .x  .Let C s C D . Then C , O E s 1 and by 20 , C s Z .0 C V 0 2 a 9 0 a 92 a 9
< < <Hence C F V and C rV F 2 since V l Q g Q and C l2 a 9 1 a 9 a 9 aq1 a 1
 . <  .Q r C l Q Z s 2. This proves b .a 1 ay1 a 9
DEFINITION. Let H be a finite group which contains two subgroups
 .G and G such that G l G s S g Syl H andaq 2 aq 1 aq 2 aq 1 2
 :. 2  .O G , G s 1. Then H is of type M and F 2 9, respectively, if2 aq2 aq1 12 4
 . .  .10.1 a and b , respectively, hold for G and G .aq2 aq1
2  .Note that M and F 2 9 are examples for such groups H.12 4
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11.
In this section we prove Theorems 1 and 2. Let H be a finite group.
Suppose that
 .i H satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 1 or
 .  .  .ii H satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 2, but not d or e of its
conclusion.
 .Then in both cases H satisfies Hypothesis 2 of Section 5. If i holds,
 .  .  .  .  .then 8.2 , 8.6 , and 9.1 , 9.10 , and 10.1 prove Theorem 1. Hence, we
 .may assume that ii holds.
 .If H also satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 1, then a of Theorem 2 is
a direct consequence of Theorem 1. Thus, we may assume, in addition,
that S is contained in a unique maximal 2-local subgroup of H. In0
 . .particular, the subgroups S, P , and P of Hypothesis 2 are as in 5.1 c .1 2
 .Now 8.2 shows that either
 .I P ( P ( S and S ( D , or1 2 4 8
 .II P ( P ( C = S and S ( C = D .1 2 2 4 2 8
 .  .  . .Let Q s O P and N s N Q . Then 5.1 c implies that S g2 1 H 2
 .  .Syl N , and the solvability of N and C Q F Q gives N s P .2 N 1
 .  .  .Assume case I . Let x g Q _ Z S . Then Q s C x and0 S0
y1 < < < < <w x4 S s S rC x s s, x s g S . 4 .0 0 S 00
X  . <  . < w xIt follows that S s F S and S rF S s 4. Now 4, 5.4.5 shows that0 0 0 0
 .b of Theorem 2 holds.
 .In case II , S contains exactly two elementary abelian subgroups of
<  . <   ..order 8 and N S rS s 2. On the other hand, C Z P is of character-S H 10
  ..  .   ..istic 2 type, and so C Z P s P . It follows that J S s J N S andH 1 1 S0
 .  .S s N S . Now c of Theorem 2 holds.0 S0
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